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Brief and Scope
Introduction

The improvement of parking opportunities for visitors and businesses*
The enhancement of the streetscape to make it more attractive to visitors
The role the Lido swimming pool may play in making the area an attractive and unique place
to visit
The role of the adjacent historic waterfront, boatbuilding legacy, coastal Ramsar and clean,
sheltered bathing waters
Modernisation and regeneration of the promenade as a key element of the local public realm
The role of public art in helping to define the area
The use and role of the potential new public space to be created as part of La Collette
residential development.

Consultants WSP were appointed by the Parish of St Helier in spring 2018 to undertake a study of the Havre
des Pas village area. The study was intended to:

Gather data on the existing conditions and setting of the village area to understand how it
relates to the rest of St Helier and wider Island community
Consult with the local public and key stakeholders to identify key issues of concern, areas for
improvement and community aspirations for the village area
Consider and examine options for improvements to the local infrastructure, public realm and
environment to enhance the area and provide benefit to the local community
Consult the local community and key stakeholders on improvement options
Develop a masterplan for improvement of the village area

Study Area
The Study Area agreed by the Steering Group is shown below and is defined by Green Street to the
west and St Clement’s Road to the east; La Route du Fort to the north and the coast to the south.

This study is intended to provide the ‘blueprint’ for improvement of the area and help inform applications
for future funding for development of the area.

Steering Group
A Steering Group comprising representatives of the Parish, local traders and businesses and politicians was
assembled to guide the study and ensure that the study outcomes meet the needs of the local community.
The steering Group was chaired by Constable Simon Crowcroft.

Objectives
The Steering Group agreed that the key objective of the study was to identify deliverable and
realistic improvements as part of a village masterplan that would:

1.

Reduce significantly the volume of traffic passing through the area, particularly
on Havre des Pas and Green Street.

2.

Redefine Havre des Pas as a residential ‘village area’ whilst also making it a more
attractive destination for people to visit.

To achieve these key objectives the Steering Group agreed that the study would need to carefully
consider:
The opportunities for reducing through traffic in the area and the resulting impacts, both
positive and negative, within the Study area and wider highway network
The speed and volume of goods/industrial traffic and routes to the La Collette industrial area

The Study Area

The improvement of the public realm and conditions for pedestrians and cyclists to ensure the
area is more easily and safely navigated by non-car users
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Brief and Scope (cont’d.)
Study Area (cont’d.)

Study Process

Secondary areas for consideration outside the main Study Area have been confirmed as
Mount Bingham, South Hill, La Collette and St Clement’s Road.

The study comprised 5 key stages
Stage 1 – Data Collection/Mapping the Setting
The collection of all of the data needed to understand the current issues and map the
character and setting of the village area.

Stage 2 – Initial Stakeholder Consultation
The first formal consultation with key stakeholders based on the information gathered
during Stage 1 to seek views from the community on what they considered the key
issues are that needed to be addressed and improved

Stage 3 – Scheme Options Assessment/Draft Masterplan
Identification and development of improvement options and initiatives to form a draft
masterplan for the area, in response to the data collected in Stage 1 and the results of
the consultation in Stage 2. A key part of this stage was the traffic modelling to assess
impacts of the various proposals being explored.
Primary and Secondary Study Areas

Stage 4 – Community Engagement
Community-wide consultation on the draft masterplan and shortlisted improvement
options.

Within the Study Area the principal streets for consideration were confirmed by the Steering
Group as:
Green Street

Stage 5 – Masterplanning and Reporting

Havre des Pas

Further development and finalised taking into account the consultation feedback. A
final masterplan for the village area will be compiled and scheme costs and funding
options further considered. An implementation programme/phasing plan will also be
developed in conjunction with the client lead. The results of the study will be drawn
into a single final report for the approval of the steering group.

The waterfront and promenade

The Scoping Study Report as approved by the steering Group is available in Volume 2,
Appendix 1
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Study Area
Character
Assessment
& Analysis
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Study Location

Study Area Assessment
At the start of the baseline assessment the study area was first established. This comprised the area of
Havre des Pas bounded by, and including, Route du Fort, St Clements Road, Green Street and Havre des
Pas.
The study area was also noted to consider the area to the west to include Mount Bingham and the
associated public spaces.

Route du Fort

Study Area
JANUARY 2020
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Historic Context
The study area has a long history, being first
referenced in written documents in 1585.
The name ‘Havre des Pas’ is thought to be in
reference to a church, meaning Haven of
Peace.
The proximity to coast and fort were the
drivers for the development of the area,
which can be divided into four phases:
- The bay was identified as a good location
for a harbour, with a pier being constructed
prior to 1679 to enable trade before this
transferred to St Helier.
- From the early 19th Century the area was
used to garrison the defence forces
associated with Fort D’Auvergne and Fort
Regent, with the sea, fields and orchards
providing ready supplies.
- This was also the period when boat
building began to flourish in the area, with
various yards and supporting industries such
as the rope walk.
- The ‘Golden Era’ for Havre des Pas
however, started at the beginning of the
20th Century, when tourism took off. The
Lido was a hub of activities, alongside the
aquarium, and many hostelries and hotels
thrived during the summer months. All this
was accessible via the Jersey Eastern
Railway line.
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Historic Context
Historic maps from the Jersey Archive illustrate the way the village has developed from an
agricultural hamlet to a dense urban realm. They also show the elements that have
remained the same, including the early key routes such as Green St.

1795

1849

Havre des Pas is largely agricultural fields with orchards.
Access to the seafront for fishing communities.
Military development around Fort Regent and La Garde de Havre des Pas.
Enclosed green to south of Green Street.

JANUARY 2020

Military Barracks to the west of town and behind the re-named Fort D’Auvergne.
St Luke’s Church and the associated Burial Ground serves developing communities to the
north and east.
The rope walk extends along the hillside to the west.
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Historic Context

1907

Jersey Eastern Railway slices through the developing
settlement.
Development is concentrated on the seafront, serving the
tourist industry.
The bathing pool and promenade form a focus for
beachfront activity.

1935

Development of the area intensifies with several new
hotels.
Large new villas appear on Green St but otherwise the
western part of the area stays in agricultural use as market
gardens.
Fort D’Auvergne has been replaced by an hotel.

1940s

Residential development extends back from Green St.
Extents of remaining green space are clear in this survey
photo.
Development to the east is constrained by the original road
and railway layout.
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Historic Context
Development of the Area

This overlay illustrates the traces of different
periods of development that are still evident
today.
In the modern map we can see the post-war
development of larger scale apartment buildings
and enclosed residential layouts.

Remnant Walls
Historic Cottages
Ommaroo Hotel
Public Open Space
Allix Shipyard Garden
Bathing Pool
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Character Study
In 2005 an Urban Character Appraisal of St Helier was carried out. Havre des Pas was
defined as a single character area. For the purposes of the Havre des Pas study a more
detailed character analysis of the area was completed.
This identified 21 separate character areas within the study area,
For each Area a brief description of the elements contributing to its character is provided
along with example photographs.
This is presented as a separate Havre des Pas Character Study in Appendix 2.

CHARACTER AREAS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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Havre des Pas – Central
Havre des Pas – East
Havre des Pas – West
Pedestrian Promenade
Western Approach
Mount Bingham
Green Street – South
Green Street – North
Petit Mont/ South Hill
Green Street Roundabout
Route du Fort
St Clements Road – North
St Clements Road – South
Nelson/Cleveland Avenues
Cleveland Road/Roseville Street
Cottages and Lanes
Marett Court and Road
Runnymede Court
Rocky Exposed Shore
Lido and Pleasure Beach
Secluded Beach
10
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Baseline Analysis – Highway Network
This highway network plan identifies the hierarchy of different trafficable routes through and
within the area. This helps us to understand which routes are suitable for different users
such as pedestrians, tourists, local and through traffic. It also helps to identify where
changes might help improve the quality of the highway environment.
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Baseline Analysis – Routes to School
An example of this is the route identified as a popular walking link to St Luke’s School for
local children. The crossing of St Clements Road poses a potential risk on this route which
could be addressed with an improved pedestrian crossing.
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Baseline Analysis – Pavement Widths
Identifying where pavement widths are less than standard presents an opportunity to
provide improved pedestrian comfort and safety in a targeted way.
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Baseline Analysis – Bus Routes and Stops
Understanding the current provision of public transport and the infrastructure necessary to
support the service and its users feeds into the design process. Any re-alignment or change
of priority of roads takes this into consideration as a constraint.
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Baseline Analysis – Car Parking
There are multiple car parks in the area but many are private or have restrictions on times of
use. This can be used to identify where more parking is needed or can be provided through
negotiation with landowners.
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Baseline Analysis – Shops and Facilities
These facilities are destinations in themselves, or support the convenience and attraction of
other destinations such as the beach. This helps us understand how people might choose to
move around the area and prioritise these routes and locations for enhancements.
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Baseline Analysis – Planning Applications
Understanding the likely future developments in the area helps us to avoid clashes in the
design stage, provide for potential future users and consider how to integrate the urban
realm proposals with those already being implemented, such as at La Collette Flats.
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Ref
1

Status
Approved

Name
La Collette Flats

Summary
Redevelopment of La Collette including demolition of 5 No. low rise blocks (containing 59 units) and construction of
5 No. larger blocks providing 147 units.

2

Approved

Fort D'Auvergne

Demolish existing hotel. Retain staff units. Construct 37 No. one, two and three bedroom apartments, bin store and
associated landscaping. Construct semi-basement to accommodate 60 No. parking bays.

3

Pending

Demolish existing dwelling, restaurant and guest house. Construct 19 No. one bed and 1 No. two bed units with
associated basement parking and altered vehicular access onto Havre des Pas

4

Pending

Caribbean Vibz, Maison Chaussey
Guest House &, The Drifters Restaurant
& Bar
Residence de la Plage

Convert part of ground and first floor into 7 No. one bed and 1 No. two bed apartments with basement stores.
Various external alterations.
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Assessment
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Traffic Assessment
The Havre des Pas area is currently well connected with the Route 1 bus service enabling
easy access to St Helier town centre to the west and Gorey to the east. It was estimated that
there were 440 journeys on average each weekday to/from Havre des Pas. Walking and
cycling were also found to be popular with the signalised pedestrian crossings on Havre des
Pas called frequently throughout the day. The area also has provision for cyclists, with the
Eastern Cycle Network Route 1 serving Havre des Pas from the Waterfront via an off-road
route, before terminating near the lido and becoming an on-road route with no special
provision.

A detailed traffic data collection and assessment of the Havre des Pas area was undertaken
in 2018 to determine the existing and future issues for the transport network. The
assessment covered all transport modes, including walking, cycling, bus and motor vehicles.
To enable a picture of the existing traffic patterns and congestion hotspots, traffic data was
collected on Tuesday 15 May 2018. This data collection included Junction Turn Counts,
Queue Length Surveys, Pedestrian Crossing Surveys and an Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) cordon survey to confirm vehicles entry, exist and routing through the
study area. A summary of the main traffic flows on Havre des Pas and La Route du Fort are
shown below:

Following the data collection and background review, each of the identified improvement
options were tested in a computer model of the wider area. The results of the option
assessments indicated that all options would have a negative impact on levels of traffic
congestion, leading to significant delays and increased journey times through the study area,
with an increase of over 200%. Proposals to introduce closures or restrictions on the existing
network, which is shown to experience peak time congestion and delay, all have a negative
traffic impact due to lack of available highway capacity and limited opportunities for traffic
to re-route to alternative routes.
Option A – Full closure of Havre des Pas between Green St and St Clements except for
access
Option B – Full closure of Havre des Pas between Green St and St Clements except for
access and Green Street between La Route du Fort and Havre des Pas
Option C – One way only on Green St Northbound
Option D – One way only on Havre des Pas Westbound
Option E – Option C + Option D
Option F – HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option A (Full closure)
Option G – HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option E (one-way on Havre des Pas
and Green St)
Option H1 – Option G with 10% Reduction in short distance through trips
Option H2 – Option G with 25% Reduction in short distance through trips

The review confirmed La Route du Fort and Havre des Pas are key commuter routes through
the area and therefore an essential part of the peak traffic capacity for the economy. There
is a high morning commuter traffic flow towards town, with a third of traffic from Havre des
Pas routing to Green St and two-thirds routing over Mount Bingham. There is a high evening
commuter traffic flow from town, with the majority of traffic travelling over Mount Bingham.
It can be seen that the two-way traffic flows on Havre des Pas reduced significantly outside
of the morning and evening peak periods, while La Route du Fort remains high through the
day.

The assessment indicated that all options were likely to increase traffic congestion and delay
unless travel behaviour changes significantly and many more people choose to travel by
more sustainable travel modes. Without this modal shift these options would have a disbenefit in transport economic terms.
Whilst it is likely that the introduction of a one-way system at Havre des Pas would
encourage some modal shift to more sustainable travel, the Government’s transportation
team foresees difficulties with traffic displacement following the introduction of a one-way
system.

The traffic survey data confirmed the main routes through the study area, namely La Route
du Fort and Havre des Pas experience significant congestion and delay and are at capacity
heading to town (westbound) in the AM peak period and from town (eastbound) in the PM
peak period. The data also shows that La Route du Fort is operating close to or at capacity
throughout much of the day and therefore unable to accommodate much additional traffic.
While congestion on Havre des Pas is largely confined to the AM and PM peak periods, with
flows reducing throughout the rest of the working day.
JANUARY 2020

The option for one-way only northbound on Green Street (Option C) was however, found to
be feasible without significant wider impact to traffic flows although there would be
implications for the existing bus route requiring alternative routing of the bus service.
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Traffic Assessment (cont’d.)
The assessment also determined that if opportunities to significantly influence travel
behaviours through travel demand management initiatives could be undertaken the
significant dis-benefits of the large-scale options could be offset. However these would
require significant reductions for some 25% for short distance through trips, as reported in
the results for Option H2 . The high-level transport economic assessment assessed the
economic impacts in terms of changes to vehicle distance travelled and travel time only for
the AM and PM peak hour. There is potential for positive changes in individuals travel
behaviour, further building upon Jersey’s relatively good existing modal split

Full details of the traffic assessment are available in Volume 2, Appendix 3 which contains
the Havre des Pas Village Transport Study produced for the scheme.
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Observed 12 Hour Traffic Flows (7am – 7pm)
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Opportunities
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Opportunities
A number of potential interventions were identified for the Havre des Pas area, with respect to both traffic circulation and public realm. These identified both the benefits and disbenefits
and were assessed against the two study objectives.
Havre des Pas Closure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Havre des Pas One-Way (Fixed)

Removes all traffic activity, noise
and congestion
Creates a pedestrian friendly
environment
Opportunities for significant
public realm improvement

•
•

•

Likely very significant adverse
impacts from displaced traffic in
wider context
Adverse impact on bus routes
Constrains building/servicing
access

•
•

Havre des Pas One-Way (Tidal)
•
•

•
•
•
•

JANUARY 2020

Significantly reduces traffic
activity, noise and congestion
Creates improved pedestrian
environment with widened
pavements
Significant adverse impacts from
displaced traffic in wider context
Adverse impact on east bound
bus routes
Some constraint to
building/servicing access

Havre des Pas Weight Restriction

Reduces traffic to single lane
though western section
Improves pedestrian environment
with widened pavement(s) within
western section

•
•
•
•

Adverse impacts from displaced
traffic in wider context
Very difficult to implement and
operate- variable matrix signing
and signals
Impact on bus routes
Some constraint to
building/servicing access

•

23

Removes HGV traffic with
related noise and vibration
Improves local air quality
Traffic volume reduced by 5%
Adverse impacts from displaced
traffic in wider context, but
modest compared to other
options
Constrains building/servicing
access

HAVRE DES PAS VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT SCHEME

Havre des Pas Evening/ Weekend
Closure
•
.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Havre des Pas/ Green Street Speed
Restriction

Removes traffic from HdP for
defined off-peak periods
Creates pedestrian friendly
environment for defined periods
Opportunity for on-street
parking during closure times
Enables weekend/evening
events and activities
Avoids the significant adverse
traffic impact on wider network
at peak times

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Green Street One-Way (Fixed)

Removes traffic from Green St
Creates pedestrian friendly
environment on Green Street

•

Adverse impacts from displaced
traffic in wider context
Constrains building/servicing
access
Likely minimal change to Havre
des Pas
Significant impact for bus routes

•

•

•
•
•
•

JANUARY 2020

Likely no significant change to
existing traffic conditions at
peak times

Adverse impacts from displaced
traffic in wider context, but at
off peak times only
Constrains building/servicing
access during closure times

Green Street Closure
•
•

Reduced traffic speeds on main
routes
Improved pedestrian safety
Reduced noise and vibration
Opportunity to create gateways
Opportunity for Public
realm/traffic calming

24

Reduces traffic to single lane
along full length of Green St
Reduces traffic activity, noise
and congestion on Green St
Creates improved pedestrian
environment
Significant adverse impacts
from displaced traffic in wider
context
Adverse impact on east bound
bus routes
Some constraint to
building/servicing access
Likely minimal change to Havre
des Pas

HAVRE DES PAS VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT SCHEME

Havre des Pas/ Green Street Closure
•

.

•
•
•
•
•

Havre des Pas/ Green Street OneWay

Removes traffic from Havre des
Pas and Green Street
Significantly reduces traffic
activity, noise and congestion
Creates pedestrian friendly
environment

•
•
•

Likely very significant adverse
impacts from displaced traffic in
wider context
Very significant adverse impact
on bus routes
Constraint to building/servicing
access

•
•
•

Public Realm Improvements Only

•
•
•

Improves the quality of public realm
materials and furniture
Enhances sense of place
Opportunities for interpretation
Opportunities for public art

•

Does not reduce traffic impacts

•

JANUARY 2020
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Reduces traffic to single lane
along full length of Havre des Pas
and Green Street
Significantly reduces traffic
activity, noise and congestion
Creates improved pedestrian
environment with widened
pavements
Significant adverse impacts from
displaced traffic in wider context
Adverse impact on east bound
bus routes
Some constraint to
building/servicing access
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Havre des Pas – One Way
The spatial benefits that would result from changing from a two-way to one-way road on
Havre des Pas were considered. In the western area this would primarily relate to pavement
widening.
Havre de Pas (west)

1.0m

1.3m

Existing

Proposed

Existing

2.3m

2.3m
Proposed
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Havre des Pas – One Way
Increasing pedestrian space along the seafront would create valuable public realm space,
with the additional potential for temporary closures to traffic.

Havre de Pas

3.0m

2.7m

Existing

Existing
6.3m

2.7m

Proposed

6.3m
JANUARY 2020
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Proposed
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Green Street – One Way
An increase in pavement widths combined with defined pedestrian crossings would provide
benefits.

Green Street

1.7m

1.6m

Existing

Existing

2.4m

2.4m

Proposed

JANUARY 2020

Proposed
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Potential Public Realm Treatments
A range of different public realm treatments were considered, such as maximising pedestrian space through hard surfaces, creating cycle provision, using planting and trees, and facilitating
events.

JANUARY 2020

Maximising hard surfaced pedestrian space through materials/ features

Incorporating defined cycle routes separate from traffic and pedestrians

Planting, trees and grass used to soften the space and provide colour

Space created for events and temporary road closures
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Opportunities Matrix
Following a review of the range of Opportunities the Steering Group determined that the
combined one-way scheme for both Green Street and Havre des Pas should be taken
forward. Proposals should also include speed and weight restrictions, parking provision and
temporary road closures.

JANUARY 2020

REF

OPPORTUNITY

Objective 1
(Traffic)

1

Havre des Pas Closure

No

2

Havre des Pas One-Way Only (Fixed)

No

3

Havre des Pas One-Way (Tidal)

No

4

Havre des Pas Weight Restriction

Yes

5

Havre des Pas Evening/Weekend Closure

Yes

6

Speed Restriction

Yes

7

Green Street Closure

No

8

Green Street One-Way Only

No

9

Havre des Pas & Green Street Closure

No

10

Havre des Pas & Green Street One-Way

Yes

11

Public Realm Improvements Only

No

12

Car Parking Provision

Yes

30

Objective 2
(Village)

PROGRESS (Yes/No)

HAVRE DES PAS VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT SCHEME

Initial
Stakeholder
Consultation
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Initial Stakeholder Consultation

Group Exercise Session 1

Initial Stakeholder Workshop
An Initial Stakeholder Consultation Workshop was held on 5th July 2018 to which a wide
range of key Stakeholders were invited. Attendees included representatives from the Parish
of St Helier, the study Steering Group, The Planning and Environment Department, The
Department for Infrastructure, the Parish Roads Committee, Liberty Bus, Jersey Heritage,
Visit Jersey and Andium Homes.

•

The Workshop was facilitated by the Study Team and a detailed presentation was given to
attendees setting out the baseline conditions, constraints of the study area, a summary of
surveyed traffic conditions and possible improvement opportunities the explore. two group
exercise sessions were held to explore:

Discuss and consider as a group what the main issues
are for the Havre des Pas Area

•

Shortlist your top 5 issues

•

Appoint a spokesperson to present back to the workshop

•

20 minutes plus 10 minutes for feedback

Session 1 - What stakeholders considered were the main issue for improvement
in the Havre des Pas area, and

Group Exercise Session 2

Session 2 - What stakeholders felt were possible solutions to the issues identified.

•

Discuss and consider as a group your thoughts on the
possible options presented:

Key Aim of the Workshop

o

Who benefits and who doesn’t?

To present initial thoughts on issues and opportunities
for the improvement of Havre des Pas and gain the views
of key stakeholders, prior to the development of
proposals for wider community consultation

o

Are there any other solutions for improvement that
should be considered?

o

What should the priorities be for developing options
further?

Your views will be taken into account when developing
options further

JANUARY 2020
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•

Appoint a spokesperson to present back to the workshop

•

20 minutes plus 10 minutes for feedback

HAVRE DES PAS VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT SCHEME

Initial Stakeholder Consultation - Feedback
One-way Options
“Would encourage rat-runs through other residential streets”
“Likely to benefit residents generally”
“Will increase tailbacks on green street and surrounding roads”
“Review alternative strategy through town”
“Driver confusion likely if ‘tidal’ system introduced”
“Potential impact on school if routes changed”
“Potential for significant public realm and pedestrian benefits”

Group Session 1: The Main Issues Affecting the Havre des Pas Area
There is a need for regeneration of the area, both within the public and private areas:
“There is nothing for children or young people”
“Local shops/restaurants are poor/tired”
There is a need to identify Havre des Pas as a place – what does it offer, what do we want it
to be?
“We don’t appreciate the heritage value of this area of St Helier: Historic waterfront
area”
“Maybe a European Quarter coastal look?”
“What is the ‘feel’ of the area – unclear at present”
“The beach is the main asset of the area at present”

Increased Parking
“Review parking policy for residents, tourists and visitors – commuters are currently
renting resident spaces”
“Provide unloading bays to prevent blocking-up”
“Provide more parking for visitors”

The lack of visitor parking discourages visitors:
More parking needed
A need for loading/unloading areas to service businesses without causing disruption

Introduce weight restriction/reduction of goods traffic
“Benefits from reduced noise from HGVs”
“Explore traffic data to assess impacts from la Collette expansion”

The area is too dominated by through traffic:
There is a real issue on Green street with two-way traffic and buses being able to pass
Better facilities for routes for pedestrians and cyclists required:
Poor conditions for cyclists
Better pedestrian priority would be more welcoming for visitors
Need to promote better linkages/movement for pedestrians and cyclists in and out of
town
Footpaths are too narrow in places
No ‘wayfinding’ for visitors
Unnatural walk and cycle mix
Antisocial behaviour
Some areas provide ‘pockets’ for antisocial behaviour.

Introduce 20mph speed limit
“Good idea – happening anyway!”
Sustainable Transport
“Promote car sharing facilities”
“Introduce hopper-bus to the HdP area”
“Consider carefully impact on existing bus-routes of all proposals”
“Provide designated cycle route links to town”
“Improve pedestrian links and footways to promote walking”
Improve Public amenity
“Make beach and the Lido the areas main destination”
“Improve the public open spaces”
“Promote La Collette Gardens – address access issues across main road”
“Integrate opportunity provided by La Collette development (Petanque pitch,
amphitheatre?)”

Group Session 2: Possible Solutions to the Issues Identified
Full Road Closures
“Not a good idea!”
“Bad for residents and buses”
“Not realistic”
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Initial Stakeholder Consultation – Feedback (cont’d.)
Stakeholder Workshop – Written Feedback
In addition to the group sessions, attendees were invited to provide written feedback to the
Study Team.

Please leave your completed feedback forms
as you leave

“Traffic management may not be the ‘magic fix’ for the area”

Thank you for attending and for your valued
contribution today.

“Look beyond the traffic delays and educate and inspire to change a car
reliant culture. There are many examples around the world that have
addressed such challenges to enhance the wellbeing of the destination”

“Improvements must be looked at from the perspective of who the
improvements are intended to serve:
• If the objective is to encourage more people to the area they
need somewhere to go – what is the destination?
• How do we assess benefits to residents versus benefits to
visitors and businesses?”

“To attract more people to HDP, the promenade and the Lido area
should be utilised better. Both are already wide enough to accommodate
stalls and a walkway. As well as being off the road. If a fortnightly
afternoon/evening event was run utilising these areas, the adjacent
roads could temporarily be shut off, with no permanent impact on the
road users. This would bring people into the area on the day of the event
and subsequently attract them to revisit at other times.”

“The Planning department is revising the Island Plan – this is a prime
opportunity to look at the area from a masterplanning perspective: the
use classes; the heritage offer; the public realm; open spaces, urban
density and value etc.”

“The workshop has certainly focused on the traffic implications – but this
needs to be broader than a two-dimensional approach in relation to the
local impact on volumes/delays to journeys. There is scope, to review
this from a holistic point of view”

“It would be good to make Green St one way, but you must think about
the disadvantage this will have on the infirm living there who rely on the
Route 1 bus service outbound. The only alternative to provide a service
close to La Collette flats would be to reroute the Route 1 along
Commercial Buildings and over Mount Bingham, which Liberty Bus
would not do as it would add significant journey time. Additionally, the
corner on Mount Bingham is difficult at the best of times”

JANUARY 2020

“If we go down the route of pedestrianisation – but focus alone
shouldn’t be on the waterfront. The study needs to consider how the
surrounding area benefits from the development/investment”
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Masterplan
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Draft Masterplan
Following guidance from the Steering Group, and the Stakeholder Consultation Workshop, a draft masterplan was developed for public engagement. This included a range of proposals with
respect to traffic circulation, public realm, routes and trails, parking and attractions. The masterplan was presented to the public as a series of panels, with the proposals shown in combination
and detailed separately, as shown below. The masterplan proposals are set out on the following pages.
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Community Engagement and Feedback
Introduction
Following the development of the draft masterplan and public consultation was held to
gather views on the draft proposals. The proposals presented included plans to make both
Havre des Pas and Green Street ‘one-way’ to reduce traffic and allow improvements to be
made to the public realm. The consultation also presented a series of possible development
opportunities which together formed the draft masterplan for the Havre des Pas Area.
Consultation Arrangements

Ommaroo Hotel, Havre des Pas

The consultation opened on February 21st 2019 and was announced with a press notice and
article on the Parish website to encourage attendance. Letters advertising the consultation
were delivered to approximately 1000 residents within the study area and posters placed at
the exhibition venues. The launch of the consultation broadcast on the local television news.

21st February to 27th February 2019

Community Engagement exhibitions were held at the Ommaroo Hotel between Thursday
21st February 2019 and Wednesday 27th February 2019, and at the Town Hall between
Thursday 28th February 2019 and Friday 27th March 2019. In addition the exhibitions
material and feedback questionnaire were published on the Parish website between Friday
1st March 2019 and Wednesday 27th 2019.

Parish Website
1st March to 27th March 2019

Town Hall, St Helier
28th February to 27th March 2019

JANUARY 2020
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Community Engagement and Feedback (cont’d.)
Consultation Exhibition Panels (1 of 2)

Panel 1
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Panel 2

Panel 3
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Panel 4
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Community Engagement and Feedback (cont’d.)
Consultation Exhibition Panels (2 of 2)

Panel 5
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Panel 6

Panel 7
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Community Engagement and Feedback (cont’d.)
Community Feedback
Feedback on the proposals presented was gathered from comments received by officers and
from a pro-forma questionnaire available at the exhibitions and online.
The questionnaire included 4 key questions for respondents to answer together with space
for consultees to express their views in more detail

Question 1: asked consultees to indicate whether they lived in the Havre des Pas area, the

wider area of St Helier or elsewhere on the Island to help understand how the views of the
local people and wider population compared.

Question 2: asked consultees to rank the most important issues that they considered need to

be addressed in the Havre des Pas Area to help make it a better place to live, work and visit.
Ten key issues were highlighted for ranking, including road safety, traffic speeds facilities for
pedestrians and cyclists places to visit, bus services, availability of parking and quality of the
outdoor space/public realm. The question was included to help understand the communities
priorities for improvements

Question 3: asked whether consultees considered the draft masterplan presented would

address their priority issues to understand whether or not the draft proposals met the
majority of needs expressed.

Question 4: asked for consultees views on the masterplan proposals and provided a space
for detailed written responses.

The reverse side of the questionnaire provided a full page for consultees to provide their
detailed comments and responses on the issues that currently affect the area and to the
proposals presented.

A total of 263 completed questionnaires were received, 199 of them from the exhibitions
with 64 responses received through the Parish website.
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Community Engagement and Feedback (cont’d.)
Questionnaire Responses
Responses received from the questionnaires were analysed as a whole and on an area basis
for the Havre des Pas local area, the area of St Helier and the wider Island.
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Community Engagement and Feedback (cont’d.)
Questionnaire Responses
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Community Engagement and Feedback (cont’d.)
Individual Comments Received
A wide variety of individual comments were received on a range of issues. The boxes below
include a summary of the main themes of comments expressed.

Refurbishing the lido is good idea

Unloading bays needed for dropping off and picking up

Worried about funding

Speed limit reduced / 20 mph needs to be adhered to

Continuation of cycle route through the area

St Helier Centre Car Free area - more cyclist /pedestrian areas

Boardwalk good idea prevent excess storm water

Improve cycle and pedestrian & disabled access

Speeding Cleveland Road needs to be addressed

Café and shops ( selling local produce) / weekly market / more tourist attractions

Would like to see a budget/ expenditure/ cost analysis

Shared pedestrian route / Cycle against the flowing of traffic

How will buses routes/ timetables change if one way

Cycle lane to be segregated for pedestrian area to avoid conflict

JANUARY 2020

Pedestrianising the area/more green space required

Refrain from graffiti murals

Stop the Havre des Pas Festival

More green space required close to the Boardwalk

Consider a Bypass

Zebra crossings needed

Seawall no longer adequate needs to be extended

Would prefer traffic being diverted

Children's play area

54

Laser and music shows

Dog fouling - Anti social behavior CCTV / Signs needed

Reduce car use and increase bus use

Marett Court needs to be gated otherwise used as rat run
Worried about traffic - St Luke's School
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Community Engagement and Feedback (cont’d.)
Summary of the Community Engagement Feedback
Following analysis of all of the responses received from the Community engagement, the
following key conclusions were drawn:
•

Majority of consultation respondents came from Havre des Pas Area

•

Most people ranked quality of place/public realm, road safety and traffic as
the highest priority issues to be addressed

•

Bus Services, facilities for cyclists and visitor parking lowest priority

•

There was generally an even split of people who felt the masterplan did/did
not address theses priority issues, although most people from the Havre des
Pas area did feel the masterplan addressed them.

•

A majority of people did not offer any comment on the masterplan. Of those
that did however, a small majority were supportive.

•

Respondents from the Havre des Pas area however expressed stronger
support for the masterplan however.

•

Comments received on the One-way traffic proposals were substantially
negative: 156 of 263 respondents commented of which 126 (81%) were
generally negative towards the proposals. Consequently the proposed oneway traffic arrangement for Havre des Pas has been removed from the
revised masterplan. A one-way arrangement for Green Street is being
separately progressed as a Government of Jersey proposition.

•

A wide variety of comments were received on a whole range of issues. This
included a negative response to both the Hoppa Bus and Water Bus
proposals.
These have therefore been removed from the revised
masterplan.
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A copy of the Community engagement Summary Presentation is available in Volume 2,
Appendix 4 and contains more details of the data analysis.
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Final
Masterplan
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Revised Masterplan
Following the public engagement and analysis of the feedback
received, the masterplan was revised as follows:
•

Havre des Pas retained as 2 way road

•

Water bus omitted

•

Hopper bus omitted

•

Improved and additional pedestrian crossings on Havre
des Pas

The revised masterplan is illustrated on the following pages,
along with the proposals for Green Street and Havre des Pas.
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N

Green Street – One-way Proposals

The introduction of a one-way traffic arrangement on Green Street would require
more detailed consideration of a number of factors.
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Deliveries

Bus 1-way/2-way

Partial 2-way

Rat-running

Bus stops/ access

Cycle access

Safe crossings

Pavement widths

HAVRE DES PAS VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT SCHEME

Havre des Pas - Improvements

N

The proposals for Havre des Pas include raised tables to improve pedestrian crossings and provide a traffic calming effect. Public realm benefits would be achieved
through the selection of high quality materials and a consistent and considered application.
The technical requirements for the crossings have been considered in a separate document – Pedestrian Crossings Safety Assessment – Volume 2, Appendix 5.
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Phasing
The Havre des Pas masterplan includes a range of distinct projects which can be independently implemented. The schedule below sets out a potential phasing with respect to the short,
medium and longer term, along with estimated budget costs. At this stage the cost estimates are indicative only, being subject to the development of the scope of each project, design and
review. The phasing is likely to be driven by cost, procedures and complexity.

Phase

Project

Estimated Budget

Short term
(1-5 years)

Traffic speed restriction (already implemented)

n/a

Traffic weight restriction

£50k

Green Street – one way (now a Government of Jersey Proposition) *

£100k

Havre des Pas – improved pedestrian crossing provision **

£300k

Improved access to Seafront Gardens

£100k

Rocher des Proscrits/ Victor Hugo improved public realm/ interpretation

£100k

La Collette Public Space (as part of current development)
Medium term
(5-10 years)

*

n/a

Increased car parking capacity

£1 million

Improvements to existing promenade

£150-300k

Green Street – improved public realm

£400-800k

Havre des Pas – improved public realm

£750k - 1.5 million

At time of writing a draft traffic
management scheme for Green
Street had been prepared, and
consultation
between
the
Government of Jersey and the Parish
of St Helier initiated.

Improvements to public gardens at South Hill and La Collette

£200-500k

Creation of ‘gateways’ to Havre des Pas area

£300-600k

Walking trail

£100k

**

Enhancement of Mount Bingham viewpoint

£50k

The Government of Jersey Plan for
2020 – 2024 includes proposals for
schemes such as improved crossings
on Havre des Pas, subject to funding
approval.
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Long term
Seafront boardwalk
(beyond 10 years)
Lido Plaza

£2 million
£2 million

Fort D’Auvergne public space

£2million

Coastal Observatory

£1 million
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Funding Strategy
A range of funding routes could be considered by Growth, Housing and Environment to
deliver each of the Havre des Pas masterplan component projects.
Green Street and Havre des Pas are strategic roads and, along with the majority of the public
realm spaces, are administered by Growth, Housing and Environment. Some of the public
realm open spaces are owned and managed by the Parish (the pocket park along the
shorefront).
Once approved, the Government of Jersey Plan for 2020 – 2024 may provide a funding
source for some of the masterplan projects.

Parish of
St Helier
FUNDING

Private development could provide another opportunity, either through directly financing
private development or through planning obligation funding.

Havre des Pas
Masterplan

Private
Development
JANUARY 2020
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1.

WSP has been appointed by the Parish of St Helier to undertake a study of the Havre des Pas village area.
The study is intended to:
•

gather data on the existing conditions and setting of the village area to understand how it relates to the
rest of St Helier and wider Island community

•

consult with the local public and key stakeholders to identify key issues of concern, areas for
improvement and community aspirations for the village area

•

consider and examine options for improvements to the local infrastructure, public realm and
environment to enhance the area and provide benefit to the local community

•

consult the local community and key stakeholders on improvement options

•

develop a masterplan for improvement of the village area

The study will provide the ‘blueprint’ for improvement of the area and help inform applications for future
funding for development of the area.

1.1.2.

This report follows the inaugural meeting of the Havre des pas Village Scheme Steering Group and sets out
the agreed scope of the study and the programme for its completion.
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2

STEERING GROUP AND STUDY TEAM

2.1

STEERING GROUP

2.1.1.

A Steering Group has been assembled to guide the study and ensure that the study outcomes meet the needs
of the local community. The steering group members are confirmed as follows:
•

Constable Simon Crowcroft (Chairman*)

•

Deputy Russell Labey

•

Deputy Judy Martin

•

Deputy Scott Wickenden

•

Mr Adam Routier

•

Ms Andrea Mallet

•

Ms Fiona Kerley**

•

Mr Marcus Calvani**

•

Mr Tristen Dodd (Director Transport Policy, States of Jersey Department for Infrastructure

•

Mr Silvio Alves (Director of Technical and Environmental Services, Parish of St Helier )

•

Mr Andre Sty (Manager of Technical and Environmental Services, Parish of St Helier

•

Ms Margaret Fraser - secretary

* Constable Crowcroft accepted the role of Chairman until the May 2018 elections only – the role of Chairman will be
reviewed by the Steering Group following the elections
**Fiona Kerley (Manager of the Ommaroo Hotel) and Marcus Calvani (Havre des Pas Bathing Pool) will represent local
traders in the Havre des Pas village area.

2.2

THE STUDY TEAM

2.2.1.

The study has been commissioned by the Parish of St Helier and the client lead will be Mr Silvio Alves,
Director of Technical and Environmental Services. Mr Alves will be supported by Mr Andre Sty, Manager of
Technical and Environmental Services.

2.2.2.

The Study will be undertaken -by consultants WSP Ltd. WSP (formerly Parsons Brinckerhoff) has been
working in jersey for over 10 years and has helped deliver a number of key public projects on the Island
including the Millennium town Park, St Aubin’s village centre public realm improvements and the new
household waste Reuse and Recycling centre. WSP has its local office at south Hill and has a good
knowledge of St Helier and the everyday issues that affect its residents and businesses. Key members of the
Study Team are:
•

George Walker – Project Manager for the Consultant team, responsible for the overall delivery of the
study

•

Dan Hyde – Transportation Planner for the study, responsible for the traffic and transportation aspects
of the study

•

Peter McComiskey – Landscape Architect and Urban Designer, responsible for the Assessment of the
existing streetscape/landscape setting and design of new public realm proposals.

The key study team members will be supported by a wider team of professionals which may include other,
Jersey based local consultants as necessary.

WSP
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2.3

STEERING GROUP MEETING NUMBER 1

2.3.1.

The first Steering Group meeting was held on 14th march 2018 at the St Helier Town Hall. The purpose of the
first meeting was to elect a Steering Group Chairman, to discuss the key issues on which the study should
focus, agree the study scope and how and when it should be reported. Appendix A contains:
•

The Briefing Note prepared for the meeting

•

The Agenda for the meeting

•

The agreed notes of the meeting.
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3

STUDY OBJECTIVES

3.1.1.

The Steering Group has agreed that the key objective of the study was to identify deliverable and realistic
improvements as part of a village masterplan that would:

1. Reduce significantly the volume of traffic passing through the area, particularly on
Havre des Pas and Green Street.
2. Redefine Havre des Pas as a residential ‘village area’ whilst also making it a more
attractive destination for people to visit.
3.1.2.

To achieve these key objectives the Steering Group agreed that the study would need to carefully consider:
•

The opportunities for reducing through traffic in the area and the resulting impacts, both positive and
negative, within the Study area and wider highway network

•

The speed and volume of goods/industrial traffic an routes to the La Collette industrial area

•

The improvement of the public realm and conditions for pedestrians and cyclists to ensure the area is
more easily and safely navigated by non-car users

•

The improvement of parking opportunities for visitors and businesses*

•

The enhancement of the streetscape to make it more attractive to visitors

•

The role the Lido swimming pool may play in making the area an attractive and unique place to visit

•

The role of the adjacent historic waterfront, boatbuilding legacy, coastal Ramsar and clean, sheltered
bathing waters

•

Modernisation and regeneration of the promenade as a key element of the local public realm

•

The role of public art in helping to define the area

•

The use and role of the potential new public space to be created as part of La Collette residential
development.

* A separate study into Residents Parking Zones is being undertaken by the Parish of St Helier which may be
provided to inform this study.
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4

STAKEHOLDERS

4.1.1.

The Steering Group, the following key stakeholders for the Study:

4.1.2.

•

Local residents and business owners/operators

•

Local Deputies/politicians

•

Havre des Pas Improvement Group

•

Liberty Bus

•

Andium Homes (and other developers)

•

Parish of St Helier Roads Committee

•

States of Jersey Department for Infrastructure

•

States of Jersey Planning and Environment Department

•

Utility companies (Jersey Gas, Jersey Telecom, Jersey water, Jersey Electricity)

•

Societe Jersiaise

The Havre des Pas Improvement Group meet regularly on the first Thursday of each month and can therefore
easily be contacted as a ‘group’. In addition, Mr Jason Maindonald the organiser of the annual Seaside
Festival has been identified as a consultee who may be able to provide valuable public feedback to inform the
Study.
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5

STUDY PROCESS AND OUTPUTS

5.1

STUDY AREA

5.1.1.

The Study Area agreed by the Steering group is shown below in Figure 1 and is defined by Green Street to
the west and St Clement’s Road to the east; La Route du Fort to the north and the coast to the south.
Secondary areas for consideration outside the main Study Area have been confirmed as Mount Bingham,
South Hill, La Collette and St Clement’s Road. Figure 2 Shows the Primary and Secondary Study Areas

Figure 1: The Primary Study Area

Figure 2: Primary and Secondary Study Areas
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5.1.2.

Within the Study Area the principal streets for consideration have been confirmed by the steering group as:
•

Green Street

•

Havre des Pas

•

The waterfront and promenade.

5.2

STUDY PROCESS

5.2.1.

The study process was presented to the Steering Group at the and a copy of the presentation is included at
Appendix B. The Study will comprise 5 key Stages following the completion of scoping, which may be briefly
summarised as follows:

Stage 1 – Data Collection/Mapping the Setting
The first stage of the study will comprise the collection of all of the data needed to understand the current
issues and map the character and setting of the village area. A key part of this stage will be undertaking traffic
surveys and updating the Island traffic model so that the levels and routing preferences of existing traffic can
be fully understood and the impacts of improvement options which seek to reduce traffic within the study area
can be fully assessed. The traffic surveys will include gathering data on pedestrian and cyclist movements and
historic accident records.
Other data to be collected will gathering information on parking, public transport, utilities,
historical/archaeological features, land ownership and key features within the area. An assessment will be
made of the landscape and urban character of the area.
The information gathered at stage 1 will be collated and the issues, constraints and opportunities presented by
the existing village area setting will be identified. Stage 1 will conclude with a presentation of the key findings
to the steering group.

Stage 2 – Initial Stakeholder Consultation
Stage 2 will comprise the first formal consultation with key stakeholders. Consultation materials will be
prepared based on the information gathered during Stage 1 for presentation to the community and wider
stakeholder group. The form of the consultation will be agreed with the client lead but the objective will be to
gather views from the community on what they consider the key issues are that need to be addressed an
improved and for the study team to gain a better understanding of the study area. At this stage improvement
options will not be presented but ideas and thoughts gathered from a wide a group as possible to inform the
development of schemes.
The consultation will include a questionnaire designed to gather stakeholder views and the results of the
consultation will be analysed and fed back to the Steering Group with recommendations on the issues on
which the improvement option development should focus in Stage 3.

Stage 3 – Scheme Options Assessment
Following the completion of the initial stakeholder consultation the study team will identify and develop
improvement options and initiatives in response to the data collected in stage 1 and the results of the
consultation in Stage 2. A key part of this stage will be the traffic modelling to assess impacts of the various
proposals being explored. Each of the improvement options considered will be tested to ensure that they meet
the objectives of the study, are feasible and are deliverable.
A short list of improvement options/initiatives will be presented to the Steering Group for review prior to
seeking the informal views of a number of the key stakeholders (limited to public authorities, major businesses
for example). The results of the key stakeholder consultation will be fed back to the Steering Group and the
schemes to be taken forward for wider community consultation will be selected.
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Stage 4 – Stakeholder Consultation on Options
Stage 4 of the Study will comprise a further community-wide consultation on the shortlisted improvement
options proposed by the study team. Again the form of the consultation will be agreed by the client lead but a
manned exhibition and/or a community workshop will be held to ensure that all stakeholders and community
groups have the opportunity to examine, question and contribute to the development of proposed
improvements to their village area.
The results of the consultation will be collated, analysed and fed back to the Steering Group.

Stage 5 – Masterplanning and Reporting
Following the stakeholder consultation the improvement options/initiatives will be further developed and
finalised taking into account the consultation feedback. A masterplan for the village area will be compiled and
scheme costs and funding options further considered. An implementation programme/phasing plan will also be
developed in conjunction with the client lead. The results of the study will be drawn into a single final report for
the approval of the steering group.

5.3

STUDY OUTPUTS

5.3.1.

The following key outputs will be delivered through the course of the study:

Stage 0 – Scoping
•

Stage 0: Scoping Report

Stage 1 – Data Collection/ Mapping the Setting
•

Constraints/Issues/Opportunities Plan

•

Report on Traffic Surveys

•

Interim Presentation of Baseline Information to the Steering Group.

Stage 2- Initial Stakeholder Consultation
•

Consultation presentation material and questionnaire

•

Consultation Feedback Report and presentation to the Steering Group

•

Recommendations for Option Development

Stage 3 – Scheme Options Assessment
•

Presentation Initial draft scheme of improvement options and option testing results to the Steering
Group

•

Presentation of the results of informal consultation with key stakeholders on improvement options.

•

Final Shortlist of improvement options for community consultation

•

High Quality images of options selected.

Stage 4 – Stakeholder Consultation on Options
•

Consultation presentation material and questionnaire

WSP
April 2018
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•

Consultation Feedback Report and presentation to the Steering Group

Stage 5 – Masterplanning and Reporting
•

Advice on Scheme Costings and potential funding options

•

Implementation Phasing Plan and programme

•

Havre des Pas Village Study Masterplan and Final Report

HAVRE DES PAS VILLAGE STUDY
Project No.: 70044230 | Our Ref No.: 70044230/GW/ SR V2
The Parish of St Helier
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6

STUDY PROGRAMME

6.1.1.

Appendix C contains an outline programme for the study. Key dates are summarised below. The dates stated
for presentations and meetings are flexible and will be arranged to suit the availability of Steering Group
Members.

6.1.2.

• Traffic Surveys Commence

w/c 14 May 2018

• Presentation of Initial Options/Workshop Material to Steering Group

w/c 04 June 2018

• Initial Key Stakeholder Workshop Consultation

w/c 18 June 2018

• Presentation of Stakeholder Consultation findings to Steering Group

w/c 02 July 2018

• Presentation of Draft Improvement Options to Steering Group

w/c 23 July 2018

• Agree Final Options for Consultation with Steering Group

w/c 07 August 2018

• Pre Community Consultation meeting with Steering group

w/c 27 August 2018

• Community Consultation on Options

w/c 10th September 2018

• Presentation of Consultation Results to Steering Group

w/c 1st October 2018

• Interim Presentation of Masterplan to Steering Group

w/c 15 October 2018

• Issue Draft Final Masterplan and Report

w/c 05 November 2018

• Issue Final masterplan and Report

w/c 12 November 2018

The Programme for the Study has been developed to enable the masterplan and Report to help inform funding
applications in November/December 2018, as requested by the Steering group Chairman.

WSP
April 2018
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Appendix A
STEERING GROUP MEETING NO. 1

Havre des Pas Village Scheme Study: Steering Group
Meeting No.1 – Scoping Workshop
12:00 to 14:00 14th March 2018, St Helier Town Hall

Agenda
12:00 - 12:05

Welcome and Introductions

12:05 – 12:25

Presentations
o
o
o

An Introduction to WSP
A Road Map for the Study
Purpose of the Meeting

12:25- 12:35

Confirmation of the Steering Group Chairman

12:35 – 13:00

Discussion: Agreeing the Scope of the Study
o
o
o
o
o

13:00 – 13:45

Study Objectives – What do we want to achieve?
Stakeholders – Who should we consult?
Study Area – Which streets/areas should we focus on?
Study Outputs – How should we report the outcomes?
Study Programme – How long is it going to take?

Discussion: What are the key issues? What improvements
should we focus on?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Public Realm
Community Facilities
Public Art
Traffic and vehicle movement
Pedestrians and cyclists
Road Safety
Parking
Public Transport
What else?

13:45 – 14:00

Next Steps

14:00

Lunch and close

Havre des Pas Village Scheme Study: Steering Group
Meeting No.1 – Scoping Workshop
12:00 to 14:00 14th March 2018, St Helier Town Hall
Briefing Note for Attendees
1.0 Introduction
We are delighted that you can join us this Wednesday to take part in the first Steering Group
meeting for the Havre des Pas Village Scheme Study. We are grateful to you for agreeing to
attend and very much look forward to receiving your valued contribution to help ensure the
study meets the requirements of the Havre des Pas community.
Consultants WSP (formerly Parsons Brinckerhoff) has been appointed to undertake the
study. They have been working in Jersey for over 10 years and have helped deliver a
number of key public projects on the Island including the Millennium Town Park, St Aubins
public realm improvements and most recently the new Household Reuse and Recycling
Centre. WSP has its local office at at South Hill and has good knowledge of St Helier and the
everyday issues that affect its residents. They need your help however, as well as that of the
wider community, to make sure the study addresses all of the issues required and that it
provides the platform from which real improvements can be delivered.
We have prepared this briefing note to help explain what the purpose of this first meeting is
and to help you to come prepared to make the most of the time we have together.

2.0 Purpose of the Meeting
The principal purpose of this first meeting is to elect a Steering Group Chairman, to agree
the scope of the study and decide the issues on which the study should focus. We need to
agree:
The Study Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

What do we want the study to achieve?
What are the key things it should deliver
What role should this study play in delivering real improvements for
community of Havre des Pas?
How do we make sure that the objectives are realistic?
How do we make sure that the outcomes of the study can be delivered?

Who should we consult?
•
•
•

Who are the main Stakeholders we should consult?
How should they be consulted?
When should they be consulted?

The Study Area
•
•
•

Which streets and areas should the study focus on?
How do we make sure that we make sure that the study area remains
manageable?
Whish areas are the most important and which are lesser so?

The Study Outputs
•
•
•

How should the study results be reported?
How do we make sure that it is accessible to the community?
What does a successful study look like?

In addition to answering the above questions about the scope of the study, this first meeting
is an opportunity for you to help the study team by letting us know what your initial thoughts
on identifying the key issues for Havre des Pas. What are the problems we need to solve
and what things would make a real difference. You may want to consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The public realm; the streets, promenade and other public spaces and the
opportunities they present
Community facilities and how well they are served
Public art and how it might contribute to the area
Traffic and vehicle movements; what impact does this have and how does it
affect the local community
Pedestrian and cyclist facilities; are they adequate; what problems do nonvehicle users have?
Road safety; what are the communities concerns?
Parking; is it adequate or are there too many parked cars in the area?
Public Transport; is Havre des Pas well enough served;
Other issues that are important for the study to consider.

Clearly a lot of the above will be explored in detail with key stakeholders and the wider
community as part of the study but the team would welcome you initial thoughts and ideas to
make sure we get a head start in the right direction.

3.0 How should I prepare?
We would be grateful if you could give some thought to the issues above and come to the
meeting prepared to contribute and discuss the direction of the study. We ask simply for your
enthusiasm and commitment to help make sure that we meet your expectations and that
collectively we maximise the benefits to community from this work.
Thank you for your valuable assistance and contribution.

Silvio Alves

George Walker

Parish of St Helier

WSP UK Ltd

PARISH OF ST HELIER

Notes of the Havre des Pas Village Steering Group Meeting No 1
Wednesday 14 March 2018
OMC, Town Hall 12.00 – 14.00
Present:
SC
RL
JM
SW
SA
AS
AR
AM
GW
DH
PM
TD
MF

Constable Simon Crowcroft - Chairman
Deputy Russell Labey
Deputy Judy Martin
Deputy Scott Wickenden
Silvio Alves - Director of T&E
André Sty - Manager of T & E
Adam Routier
Andrea Mallet
George Walker - WSP
Daniel Hyde – WSP
Peter McComisky - TACP
Tristen Dodd – Department for Infrastructure
Margaret Fraser - Secretary
Action

1

Welcome & apologies

2

Introduction
GW introduced WSP and advised that the draft scope comprised of the following stages beyond today’s meeting:1.

Data collection/mapping the setting

2.

Initial stakeholder consultation

3.

Scheme options assessment

4.

Stakeholder consultation on options

5.

Master planning

GW indicated that the programme for the above stages would hopefully be complete by the end of December
2018.
SC said that as the States set their budgets for the following year during November/early December it would be
helpful to have a budget figure before that. SC agreed to advise GW of the date the budget would be set and GW
said he would incorporate this key date into the programme.

SC

SC confirmed that Fiona Kerley, Manager of the Ommaroo Hotel and Marcus Calvani, operating his business
from Havre des Pas Bathing Pool, had agreed to be members of the Steering Group and would represent the
traders in Havre des Pas.
It was agreed that SC would act as Chairman for the Steering Group until the elections have taken place in May.
AM ensured that everybody had received a copy of the Feasibility Study and Regeneration Project that she had
produced.
AM said she would give MF some more contacts to be included in the HDPIG email database.
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3

Study Objectives
After some discussion the group set the following study objectives:•
•

4

A reduction in though traffic along Havre des Pas
Redefine Havre des Pas as a residential village area as well as a destination for people to visit

Discussion
TD said the group needs to be aware that solving a traffic problem in one area could just move the problem
elsewhere. He said that the types of vehicles and fuel in use is already changing. TD said that the area was
adjacent to a Ramsar site, had heritage and archaeological links which all needed to be taken into account during
the feasibility study.
AM said the volume and speed of P30 vehicles and buses mounting the pavement in Green Street was of particular
concern.
AR/AM said that Havre des Pas was a highly saturated residential area and campaigning for change had been
taking place for many years but been ignored.
SC said the traffic modelling process was not in line with States policy of reducing traffic and that drivers will
adapt to any restrictions imposed.
JM said the traffic heading for the metal recycling facility would cause even more issues as the roads being used
were not built for heavy traffic.
AR said the traffic using the La Collette facilities was a major problem.
RL said Havre des Pas and Green Street were the main areas of concern and these streets should be a key focus of
the study.
RL said the HDPIG met regularly on the first Thursday of each month and members could be easily contacted by
email or a flyer drop to attend any meetings.
SW said that he felt that people living in town were being treated as second class citizens as opposed to those living
in more rural areas.
AM asked what had happened to the introduction of the 20mph speed limit which had been agreed some time ago,
TD said he would chase the matter up but said he was aware that the Law Draftsman was under extreme pressure at
the moment.
RL said it would be a shame if the scope of the study was restricted by DfI policy. He said the politicians had the
opportunity to change States policy and would like at this stage all options be considered. TD said this was the
opportunity for “blue skies” thinking which could be moderated at a later date if necessary. GW said it was the role
of WSP to explore all options and TD said that options could be trialled.
SC said that if a one way traffic scheme was considered commuters would still use the roads either at the beginning
or end of the day and he felt commuters should be lowest in the hierarchy of priorities. He felt that the current
environment stopped people coming to the area to enjoy it. SC said that the introduction of a no through road
would stop commuters but visitors could access the area from either end of the restriction, this would also enable to
roads to maintain two way traffic.
AM said the traffic reduction would have a knock on effect on cyclists, pedestrians and parking.
SC felt that some of the local businesses had failed because of the limited parking and there could be an
opportunity to provide additional parking by adding more storeys to the car park on La Route du Fort or on an area
near the incinerator. Neither of these locations were too far a walk away from Havre des Pas.
JM was concerned that vehicles driving round looking for a parking space added to the volume of traffic. She said
the Lido was a fantastic facility that was underutilised. JM said the reduction in the number of spaces at Green
Street Car Park had not helped.
TD said the sea at Havre des Pas was clean and sheltered.
JM said that Jason Maindonald was the organiser of the annual Seaside Festival and could provide valuable
feedback, this years’ festival will take place on 21 & 22 July. SC suggested this would be a good time to carry out
a consultation exercise.
RL said he was happy to walk around the area with anybody from WSP to point out the issues/attractions.
SC said that previously the Parish had been asked to consider the introduction of a Residents’ Parking Zone in the
area so this could also be part of the consultation and could re-claim on-street parking for residents.
TD said that more parking was available in the evening in South Hill and Green Street Car Park. He said that the
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bus service and walkability were important factors. TD said that he hoped visitors would start feeling that they had
entered the “village” by the use of street furniture etc and that there were lovely gardens in the area that were
maybe not fully appreciated. He said that a vast amount of money could be spent extending the car park at La
Route du Fort but this may not be convenient enough for visitors.
AM thought it was quite acceptable to park on the periphery of the area and walk.
AM advised that Havre des Pas was the island’s original boat building area and this could be the theme of any
artwork. She said that her research had indicated that local artists could start on the artwork later this year and that
would indicate to the States how passionate the residents were.
TD said that this was a historic waterfront and consideration should be given to the provision of a trail and
improvements to the promenade.
AM said that any modernisation or rejuvenation needed to be in keeping with the area. She said there was an open
green area adjacent to the barracks which was currently under-utilised and could be a possible location for a
children’s playground.
SC suggested that the study area included Mount Bingham, La Collette and South Hill. TD was concerned that
study area be allowed to spread but AM said they were all linked together.
RL said that a number of surveys, including one for a linear park, had been commissioned for the area but not been
followed up by any action. He said that the Lido featured as one of the top ten in Britain and was a jewel in the
crown that was ignored and lacked maintenance. He said the proprietor, Marcus Calvani, was keen to improve the
facility but was in need of some support. The Lido is currently covered in netting for Health & Safety reasons
which does not look attractive. RL said the new bridge must have been expensive and the marine mast/diving
platform could be restored to its former glory.
SC said the primary area to be considered was Green Street and Havre des Pas with Mount Bingham, La Collette,
Snow Hill and St Clement’s Road being considered as the secondary area.
PM said that WSP would identify the character of the area and draw that into the art and consideration would be
given to the vibrancy of the area, telling a story and history.
RL said that the area had links to the occupation.
SC said that the Société Jersiaise should be one of the stakeholders.
AM suggested projection of art/images onto the incinerator, RL said this had been proposed to residents in 2014 but
maybe needed revisiting with a further explanation of the proposal to residents.
PM said the residents needed to be consulted and AM said they would be happy if the area was regenerated as it
had become a slum.
AR said the industrial area was an issue and RL said there was in effect a bypass already there via La Route du Fort
and the Tunnel and agreed to pass on the details to WSP.
SC said the Roads Committee and Deputies were stakeholders.
GW said the Study Output would comprise of a masterplan to sell the proposals to stakeholders
AM said that there had been attempts to open dialogue with the owners/developers of the restaurant sites and
maybe WSP could make contact with them.
JM said that Andium were the other developers with whom contact should be made and AR said they were maybe
carrying out work already that could be affected by the proposed village scheme ie substation relocation/utilities.
GW said WSP would make contact with them along with the utility companies.
AM said that residents had been asked for ideas for the open space that will be created at the La Collette
development, suggestions included an amphitheatre, but others felt this could attract nuisance.
AM said that Marcus Calvani has suggested that if Havre des Pas was made one way diagonal/chicane parking
could be introduced. SC pointed out that this would encourage vehicles into the area to find a parking space. AR
said that delivery space was definitely needed. Concerns were expressed that providing parking along the seafront
may spoil the character of Havre des Pas. TD gave the example of cars parked around Gorey Castle which hide the
historic buildings from view.
GW said all the information discussed at the meeting would be captured into a brief document which would then be
circulated as a draft, amended as necessary and become the scoping document. He said this document would be
prepared within the week.

5

Date of next meeting – to be agreed
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Appendix B
STUDY PROCESS: STEERING GROUP
PRESENTATION

Havre des Pas Village Study Scope
11th January 2018

Havre des Pas Village Study
Draft Scope
Stage 0 – Scoping
Stage 1 – Data Collection/Mapping the Setting
Stage 2 – Initial Stakeholder Consultation
Stage 3 – Scheme Options Assessment
Stage 4 – Stakeholder Consultation on Options
Stage 5 - Masterplanning

1. Stage 0 - Scoping
• Define and Agree Stakeholders
• Define, Test and Agree Study Area
• Define and Agree Study Objectives
• Define and Agree Study Outputs/Deliverables
• Define and Agree Study Budget and Programme
• Set up Project Board*
*Note the scoping of the study will be an iterative and
interactive process with the Project Board which can provide
time-consuming

1. Stage 0 - Scoping

2. Stage 1 – Data Collection/ Mapping the Setting
• Interrogate Traffic Model – validate/calibrate/surveys if
required: Goods traffic routeing Origins and Destinations
• Accident Data
• Pedestrian Movements/Routes – surveys if required
• Cyclist movements/routes – surveys if required/Strava
• Public Transport
• Parking (not currently considered but may be required)
• Land/Asset ownership
• Public Realm Condition Assessment
• Public Realm/Landscape Characterisation
• Historical Context
• Utilities
• Planning Policy/Committed Development – fit with other
States/Parish initiatives
• Collation, Issues and Mapping the Village Setting
• Interim Presentation to Project Board
2. Stage 1 – Data Collection/Mapping the Setting

3. Stage 2 – Initial Stakeholder Consultation
• Prepare Consultation Material
• Analysis
o
o
o
o
o

Study area
Context/History
Traffic and Movement Circulation
Constraints/Village Setting
Examples

• Prepare Questionnaire (with mark-up plan to gather
views): Iterative, sign-off by Project Board of consultation
format/arrangements etc
• Consultation Arrangements, Venue etc. Advertising and
promotion
• Hold Consultation
• Analyse consultation results
• Prepare Feedback Report highlighting key issues with
recommendations for study progression.
3. Stage 2 – Initial Stakeholder Consultation

4. Stage 3 – Scheme Options Assessment
• Identify and develop options in response to consultation
• Traffic modelling
• Initial option testing: traffic, pedestrians, cyclists, safety,
public realm, deliverability
• Check options meet study objectives
• Shortlist
• Project Board review of options
• Key Stakeholder consultation e.g. public authorities and
major businesses
• Feedback to Project Board
• Develop high quality images for consultation
• Agree and finalise selected options for wider
consultation
4. Stage 3 – Scheme Options Assessment

5. Stage 4 – Stakeholder Consultation on Options
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare consultation/workshop material
Arrange consultation/workshop
Agree questionnaire/voting ‘system’ to capture feedback
Hold consultation/workshop
Analyse consultation response
Prepare Feedback Report

5. Stage 4 – Stakeholder Consultation on Options

6. Stage 5 – Masterplanning
• Finalise and prepare Masterplan
• Review Scheme Costs and Funding Options
• Develop Implementation Phasing Plan/Programme

6. Stage 5 - Masterplanning

7. Programme
Estimated study programme 38 weeks
Commence Feb 2018
Complete end of 2018

4. Programme

Appendix C
STUDY PROGRAMME

ID

Task
Mode

Task Name

Duration Start

Stage 0: Scoping

30 days Wed 07/03/18

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
26/0205/0312/0319/0326/0302/0409/0416/0423/0430/0407/0514/0521/0528/0504/0611/0618/0625/0602/0709/0716/0723/0730/0706/0813/0820/0827/0803/0910/0917/0924/0901/1008/1015/1022/1029/1005/1112/1119/1126/1103/12

1
2
3
4

Prepare for Stakeholder meeting

5 days Wed 07/03/18

5

Stakeholder Meeting No 1

1 day

6

Scoping Report

20 days Wed 21/03/18

Wed 14/03/18

7
8

Stage 1: Data Collection Mapping the Setting

55 days?Wed 04/04/18

9

Traffic Survey Preparation

20 days Wed 04/04/18

10

Place Order for Surveys

5 days Wed 02/05/18

11

Traffic Surveys

2 days Mon 14/05/18

12

Data Reduction and Analysis

15 days Wed 16/05/18

13

Review and updating Traffic Model

10 days Wed 06/06/18

14

Site Assessment and Data Collection

15 days Wed 11/04/18

15

Data Collation and Constraints Mapping

10 days Wed 02/05/18

16
17

Stage 2: Initial Stakeholder Workshop Consultation

35 days Wed 16/05/18

18

Confirm Consultation Workshop Arrangements

5 days Wed 16/05/18

19

Advertise and arrange Workshop Consultation

20 days Wed 23/05/18

20

Prepare Prelim Options/ Workshop Material

15 days Wed 16/05/18

21

Pre - Workshop Presentation to Steering Group

0 days Tue 05/06/18

22

Develop Prelim Options/ Workshop Material

10 days Wed 06/06/18

23

Hold Consultation Workshop

0 days Tue 19/06/18

24

Collate and Analyse Consultation Workshop Responses5 days Wed 20/06/18

25

Prepare InitialStakeholder Consultation Report

5 days Wed 27/06/18

26

Present Consultation Results to Steering Group

0 days Tue 03/07/18

05/06

19/06

03/07

27

Project: Project2
Date: Fri 20/04/18

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone

Page 1

ID

Task
Mode

Task Name

Duration Start

28

Stage 3: Scheme Options Assessment

35 days Wed 20/06/18

29

Shortlist and develop draft options

15 days Wed 20/06/18

30

Traffic Modelling

15 days Wed 20/06/18

31

Options testing

5 days Wed 11/07/18

32

Shortlist draft Options

5 days Wed 18/07/18

33

Presentation of Draft Options to Steering Group

0 days Tue 24/07/18

34

Develop options

10 days Wed 25/07/18

35

Agree final Options with Steering Group

0 days Tue 07/08/18

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
26/0205/0312/0319/0326/0302/0409/0416/0423/0430/0407/0514/0521/0528/0504/0611/0618/0625/0602/0709/0716/0723/0730/0706/0813/0820/0827/0803/0910/0917/0924/0901/1008/1015/1022/1029/1005/1112/1119/1126/1103/12

24/07

07/08

36
37

Stage 4: Stakeholder Consultation on Options

40 days Wed 08/08/18

38

Confirm Consultation Arrangements

5 days Wed 08/08/18

39

Advertise and arrange Consultation

20 days Wed 15/08/18

40

Prepare Consultation Material

15 days Wed 08/08/18

41

Pre Consultation meeting with Steering Group

0 days Tue 28/08/18

42

Finalise Consultation Material

10 days Wed 29/08/18

43

Hold Community Consultation

0 days Tue 11/09/18

44

Collate and Analyse Consultation Responses

5 days Wed 12/09/18

45

Prepare Consultation Report

10 days Wed 19/09/18

46

Present Consultation Results to Steering Group

0 days Tue 02/10/18

28/08

11/09

02/10

47
48

Stage 5: Masterplanning and Reporting

45 days Wed 12/09/18

49

Finalise Options and Develop Masterplan/Costs

30 days Wed 12/09/18

50

Presentation of Masterplan to Steering Group

0 days Tue 23/10/18

51

Finalise Masterplan and Study Report

10 days Wed 24/10/18

52

Issue Draft Final report

0 days Tue 06/11/18

53

Steering group Review

5 days Wed 07/11/18

54

Issue Final Study Report.

0 days Tue 13/11/18

Project: Project2
Date: Fri 20/04/18

23/10

06/11

13/11

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone
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1 Capital Quarter
Tyndall Street
Cardiff
CF10 4BZ
wsp.com

HAVRE DES PAS VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT SCHEME

Appendix 2

Character Study

JANUARY 2020

HAVRE
DES PAS
Character
Study

Havre des Pas - Character Study

This is a predominantly historic area with its origins in the early part of the 19th century. There is a high proportion of High Victorian middle class
residential buildings and numerous streets where a high proportion of original fabric is extant. The decorative Victorian guesthouses and hotels on
the waterfront give a particularly strong and identifiable character to the whole area.
It is a medium density built up area mostly comprised of terraces and semi-detached villas with a range of wide and narrow plot widths. Buildings are
predominantly set back from the street with small gardens in front. Most buildings are predominantly 2.5 – 3.5 storeys with a cluster of tall buildings
on the water’s edge and two high rise residential blocks. The distinctive architecture and location of the Havre des Pas bathing pool makes it a major
local landmark and focal point in the bay.
Uses throughout the area predominantly residential and tourism or leisure related. The waterfront, beach and bathing pool are magnets for visitors
and residents in the summertime and the moderately dense residential population increases significantly during holiday periods.

St Helier Urban Character Appraisal (2005)

C H A R A C T E R

Havre des Pas occupies level coastal land on the eastern edge of St Helier. It is one of St Helier’s most distinctive places and is one of the most
pleasant areas to spend time in. A large tidal range creates a deep beach at low tide studded with extensive ranges of rocky outcrops. The coastline
of the bay is dramatic and is a more than usually significant edge between land and water. There are sweeping views across St Clement’s Bay and
southwards to the open sea and views of the sea along key north-south streets bring a seaside flavour well inland.

S T U D Y

In 2005 an Urban Character Appraisal of St Helier was carried out. Havre des Pas
was defined as a single character area, as described below. For the purposes of
the current study a more detailed character analysis has now been completed.

Havre des Pas - Character Areas
Havre des Pas – Central
Havre des Pas – East
Havre des Pas – West
Pedestrian Promenade
Western Approach
Mount Bingham
Green Street – South
Green Street – North
Petit Mont/ South Hill
Green Street Roundabout
Route du Fort
St Clements Road – North
St Clements Road – South
Nelson/Cleveland Avenues
Cleveland Road/Roseville Street
Cottages and Lanes
Marett Court and Road
Runnymede Court
Rocky Exposed Shore
Lido and Pleasure Beach
Secluded Beach

C H A R A C T E R

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

M A P

CHARACTER AREAS

1: Havre des Pas - Central
•
•
•
•

Panoramic sea views, southern aspect
Dynamic influence of weather and tides
Grand colonial hotel architecture
Access to Lido and beach

1

2: Havre des Pas - East
•
•
•
•
•
•

2-3 storey residential properties
Enclosed, sheltered streetscape
Narrow boundaries
Occasional gardens
Open rear prospects
Influence of mini roundabout junction

2

3: Havre des Pas - West
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rear of seafront hotels
‘Canyonised’ streetscape, shaded, with narrow pavements
Historic cottages
Traffic dominated – noise, fumes
Mixed use
Promenade preferable alternative route

3

4: Pedestrian Promenade
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large scale hotel frontages
Traditional seaside prom street furniture and lighting
Exposed to weather and panoramic sea views
Dynamic influence of weather and tides
Gardens, terraces and ‘choses publiques’
Potential conflict between outdoor dining, pedestrians and cyclists

4

5: Western Approach
•
•
•
•
•

Sweeping route provides elevated views of town and shorefront
‘Gateway’ buildings provide threshold to Havre des Pas
Promenade linking to La Colette with pedestrian/cyclist activity
Areas separated by changes in level, linked by gardens
Groups of historic buildings

5

6: Mount Bingham
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parkland with maritime vegetation
Current and historic military influence
High level views of the town filtered by vegetation
Surrounded by industrial and harbour uses
Dramatic topography and cliff faces
Naturalistic character combined with historic elements

6

7: Green Street - South
•
•
•
•
•

Modern medium/high rise architecture
Extensive public realm and soft landscape
Surface parking
Open to seafront
Proposed public realm provision on corner

7

8: Green Street - North
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous primarily residential building frontage
Consistent boundary wall and railings combinations
Mixed architectural heritage
Traffic dominated
Narrow footpaths

8

9: Petit Mont/ South Hill
•
•
•
•

Lanes following contours, narrow links
Medium scale development staggered down hill
Intimate and private atmosphere
Boundary with parkland to west

9

10: Green Street Roundabout
•
•
•
•

Wide, traffic dominated roads
Large scale buildings and tunnel access form strong edges
Busy, multiple crossings
Frequent green public realm

10

11: Route du Fort
•
•
•
•

Wide, traffic dominated road
Street trees form enclosure
Large scale traditional residential buildings
Narrow footpaths

11

12: St Clements Road - North
•
•
•
•

Largely residential, facing away from main road
Narrow pavements
Occasional garden frontages
Garden walls with rough local stone

12

13: St Clements Road - South
•
•
•
•

Mixed commercial and residential use
Mixed architectural styles
Busy traffic, often queues
Abrupt transition to seafront

13

14: Nelson/Cleveland Avenues
•
•
•
•
•

Residential development of consistent period
Low walls define front boundaries
Enclosed, sheltered streets
Off street parking
Sense of quiet separation from busier boundary roads

14

15: Cleveland Rd/Roseville St
•
•
•
•

Grand 3 storey housing, with frequent windows
Use of frontage for parking/terraces
Bright colours, well maintained
Regular street parking

15

16: Cottages and Lanes
•
•
•
•
•

Narrow access roads, with few pavements
Backs of houses and services mixed with gardens
Cottages with small gardens/yards
Intimate, quiet and undisturbed
Sense of separation from busier boundary routes

16

17: Marett Court and Road
•
•
•
•
•

Large repetitive and functional architecture of residential blocks
More contemporary compact units with integral parking
Extensive, well managed landscape
Narrow, private access roads
Few roadside pavements

17

18: Runnymede Court
•
•
•
•

Residential suburban development
Separated by level change from main road
Quiet as no through access, no pavements required
Larger gardens and green surrounds

18

19: Rocky Exposed Shore
•
•
•
•
•

Craggy rockpools, dramatic influence of tides
Evidence of historic fishing industry
Part of Ramsar designation
Access via slipway
Overseen by surrounding elevated areas and buildings

19

20: Lido and Pleasure Beach
•
•
•
•
•

Sandy beach accessible from promenade
Early C20th art deco Lido provides centre of activity and focus
Safe and accessible swimming
Overlooked and central location
Dynamic influence of weather and tides

20

21: Secluded Beach
•
•
•
•
•

Sandy beach accessible from promenade
Rocks and sea wall provide shelter and privacy
Contained by breakwater
Private steps from housing
Dynamic influence of weather and tides

21
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

BACKGROUND

1.1.1.

WSP has been appointed by the Parish of St Helier (PoSH), Jersey to undertake a study of the
Havre des Pas village area. The study is intended to:
§ Gather data on the existing conditions and setting of the village area to understand how it relates
to the rest of St Helier and wider Island community
§ Consult with the local public and key stakeholders to identify key issues of concern, areas for
improvement and community aspirations for the village area
§ Consider and examine options for improvements to the local infrastructure, public realm and
environment to enhance the area and provide benefit to the local community
§ Consult the local community and key stakeholders on improvement options
§ Develop a Masterplan for improvement of the village area

1.1.2.

The study will provide the ‘blueprint’ for improvement of the area and help inform applications for
future funding for development of the area.

1.2.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

1.2.1.

The following study objectives were developed and agreed by the Steering group:
§ Reduce significantly the volume of traffic passing through the area, particularly on Havre des Pas
and Green Street
§ Redefine Havre des Pas as a residential ‘village area’ while also making it a more attractive
destination for people to visit

1.3.

REPORT LAYOUT

1.3.1.

This report presents the existing and future traffic conditions for the Havre des Pas study area. The
following areas are covered:
§ Existing Situation
• Road Network and Hierarchy
• Public Transport Provision
• Cycling and Pedestrian Provision
§ Traffic Data Collection
§ Option Testing
§ Conclusions
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2.

EXISTING SERVICES

2.1.

INTRODUCTION

2.1.1.

This section outlines the existing transport provision within the Havre des Pas study area and is split
into the following areas:
§
§
§
§

Road Network and Hierarchy
Public Transport Provision
Cycle and Pedestrian Provision
Collision mapping

2.1.2.

The Havre des Pas area is in the south of the parish of St Helier, which accounts for over a third
(34% / 33,522) of the total population of Jersey (Census 2011). St Helier and the Havre des Pas
area is the highest population density with over 3,500 people per km2.

2.2.

ROAD NETWORK AND HIERARCHY

2.2.1.

The road network for Havre de Pas is shown in Figure 1 below. The principal routes are shown in
green, with the secondary roads shown in red. Other roads are shown in blue within Havre de Pas.
The key roads within the study area (Primary and Secondary) are the responsibility of the
Department for Infrastructure, while the more minor roads (largely those marked as tertiary) are the
responsibility of the Parish. Therefore, it should be noted that DfI has ownership of Havre des Pas,
Green St, St Clements and La Route du Fort which form the key roads for this study.
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Figure 1 – Road Network within Havre de Pas
The road network within Havre de Pas
2.2.2.

The principal road links through Havre de Pas are the east-west routes of La Route du Fort and
Havre de Pas.

2.2.3.

La Route du Fort is the most direct link from the east of Jersey to the centre of St Helier, the Port
and west of the island. It is a single carriageway throughout, although the carriageway widens to two
lanes on the approach to the key junctions of Green Street and St Clements Road. There are two
pedestrian crossings on La Route du Fort. There is a limited number of properties which have direct
vehicular access onto La Route du Fort, and on-street parking is not permitted through the presence
of yellow lines.

2.2.4.

Havre de Pas follows the Jersey shoreline between Green Street to the west and St Clements Road
to the east. It provides access to the shoreline and beach at Havre de Pas, along with access to the
La Collette industrial area to the west. It consists of a single lane carriageway throughout. There are
two signalised pedestrian crossings on Havre de Pas. There are a number of properties which have
direct vehicular access onto Havre de Pas, however on street parking is not permitted.

2.2.5.

La Route du Fort and Havre de Pas are linked by the north-south roads of St Clements Road,
Cleveland Road, Roseville Street and Green Street.

2.2.6.

St Clements Road is the principal north-south route, located to the east of Havre de Pas. It is a
single carriageway throughout. There are several properties and business with direct vehicular
access onto St Clements Road, however on street parking is not permitted.

2.2.7.

Cleveland Road and Green Street are the secondary north-south routes through Havre de Pas. Both
roads are single carriageway throughout with several properties having direct vehicular access to
the road in question. There is on-street parking along the entire length of Cleveland Road, reducing
the available carriageway width; whereas for Green Street, the route is subject to traffic calming
measures designed to discourage traffic travelling southbound from La Route du Fort and to
manage vehicle speeds.

2.2.8.

Roseville Street is the final road that links La Route du Fort and Havre de Pas. This road is a single
carriageway road where traffic is only permitted to travel southbound. On street parking is permitted
with some properties having direct vehicular access.

2.2.9.

All of the remaining roads shown in Figure 1 are for access purposes only. Each road permits traffic
in one direction only, carriageway width is often reduced to a single vehicle width, and there are
numerous driveways and garages which have accesses from these roads. Of particular note is
Marett Court, which is designated as a private road despite the fact that it connects Havre des Pas
Gardens with Marett Road.

2.2.10. All other roads within Havre de Pas that are not shown in Figure 1 are no through roads, and
therefore only have an access purpose to local properties and businesses.
The road network outside of Havre de Pas
2.2.11. La Route du Fort continues through the tunnel to La Route de la Liberation. La Route de la
Liberation provides access to the rest of St Helier and the west of Jersey, including Jersey Airport.
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2.2.12. Havre de Pas continues towards the south of Mont Bingham and around to Le Quai aux Marchands,
which serves South Hill, the La Collette industrial area and the marina and English and French
harbours.
2.2.13. These roads are linked by Pier Road and South Hill road. Pier Road runs parallel to Le Quai aux
Marchands, crossing over La Route du Fort and linking to the road network to the north of the Fort at
Mulcaster Street. South Hill spans across the top of the Mont Bingham, providing access to Fort
Regent leisure centre.
2.2.14. To the north of Havre de Pas are several one-way roads that combine to form an alternative route
for traffic travelling westbound towards the centre of St Helier. The route, however, is a convoluted
route, and the road network itself has been designed with the needs of pedestrians ahead of motor
vehicles, with several crossings, pedestrianised areas and traffic calming measures. This would
suggest therefore that this route is not suitable as an alternative for westbound traffic that would
otherwise use La Route du Fort.
2.2.15. Other routes to the north are Mont Millais and St James St, providing access to the Parish of St
Saviours and the north of St Helier respectively.

2.3.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT PROVISION
BUS ROUTES

2.3.1.

Figure 2 shows the routes of the bus services through Havre de Pas. The figure shows that bus
routes operate on La Route du Fort, Havre des Pas, Green Street and St Clements Road; all key
roads within this study. The figure also shows there are no bus routes serving the La Collette, South
Hill and Mount Bingham area.
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Figure 2 – Bus Routes serving the Havre de Pas area
2.3.2.

Havre de Pas is mostly served by the Route 1 bus from Gorey Pier to St Helier. Route 1 enters
Havre de Pas from Greve d’Azette and travels along Havre de Pas before turning north at Green
Street. It then continues to Liberation Station via the tunnel. It returns to Gorey Pier following this
route in reverse. Route 1 is a frequent service with approximately four buses per hour during the
working day.

2.3.3.

Route 1A and 1G are alternative routes that also travel from Gorey Pier to St Helier but traverse
Havre de Pas in a different way. Route 1A enters from Greve d’Azette but travels north on St
Clements Road; west on La Route du Fort; north on Green Street before heading towards Liberation
Station via the one-way system. To return to Gorey Pier, Route 1A goes through the tunnel and
continues on La Route du Fort until St Clements Road, whereupon it turns right and leaves via
Greve d’Azette.

2.3.4.

Route 1G enters Havre de Pas from La Route du Fort, before following the same route as 1A to get
to Liberation Station.

2.3.5.

Route 2 links St Helier with St Catherine. Busses traverse Havre de Pas via La Route du Fort,
before turning north via Green Street so as to approach Liberation Station via the one-way system.
Route 2 is an infrequent service with only one bus an hour during the working day and Saturdays;
and only one bus every two hours on Sunday.
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2.3.6.

Route 16 links St Helier with St Clement. Busses follow the same route as route 2 to traverse Havre
de Pas. Route 16 is a frequent service with at least two buses every hour.

2.3.7.

Shown in grey on Figure 2 are the outbound bus routes that leave Liberation Station via La Route
Du Fort before immediately turning north on Green Street. There are no bus stops (see Table 1
below) between the eastbound exit of the tunnel and Grenville Street which is outside of the Havre
de Pas study area. These routes, therefore, do not directly serve Havre de Pas and are thus
excluded from this report.

BUS STOPS
2.3.8.

There are 14 bus stops in the study area, the locations of which are shown in Figure 2 above. Table
1 details which stops serve which routes in Havre de Pas.
Table 1 – List of Bus Stops within Havre de Pas

2.3.9.

Bus Stop

Bus Stop No.

Name of Stop

Direction

Routes Served

A

4285

Lime Grove

From St Helier

1A

B

4286

Lime Grove

To St Helier

1A, 2, 16

C

3872

The Limes

From St Helier

1

D

3942

The Cedars

To St Helier

1

E

4374

Dunell Road

From St Helier

1A

F

3629

Cleveland Road

To St Helier

1A, 2, 16

G

3496

Havre des Pas E

From St Helier

1

H

3724

Havre des Pas W

To St Helier

1

I

2365

Marett Road E

From St Helier

1

J

2642

Marett Road W

To St Helier

1

K

2846

La Collette Shops

From St Helier

1

L

2728

La Collette Flats

To St Helier

1

M

3482

Beach Road E

From St Helier

1

N

2574

Beach Road W

To St Helier

1

Route 1 from Gorey Pier to St Helier is the key bus serving Havre de Pas, travelling through the
study area between Greve d’Azette in the east and Green Street in the west. It is served by multiple
(five) stops in both directions which are at regular intervals, with a maximum distance of less than
320m.
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BUS USAGE
2.3.10. Bus patronage data has been obtained from the DfI for bus stops within the study area and is
presented below. Table 2 provides a summary of average monthly patronage, while Figure 3 to
Figure 16 provides bus patronage broken down into monthly ticket data for each stop between
January 2016 and December 2017.
2.3.11. It should be noted bus patronage data represents monthly ticket sales data, providing numbers of
tickets sold at the bus stop location, therefore indicating the number of travellers boarding a bus.
Data is not available to confirm those alighting buses at each stop.

Jan 2017

Feb 2017

Mar 2017

Apr 2017

May 2017

JuN 2017

Jul 2017

Aug 2017

Sep 2017

Oct 2017

Nov 2017

Dec 2017

Grand
Total

Table 2 - Average Monthly Bus Patronage Values (2017)

A) Lime Grove E

221

170

241

147

184

271

248

177

242

266

298

223

2,688

B) Lime Grove W

40

61

12

75

24

143

64

116

123

46

31

20

755

C) The Limes

1,181

1,077

1,309

1,007

1,293

1,206

1,131

991

1,199

1,332

1,429

1,088

D) The Cedars

80

86

108

119

158

179

179

153

129

90

79

100

1,460

E) Dunell Road

57

73

113

33

70

83

71

37

38

35

72

76

758

F) Cleveland Road

74

89

104

113

200

185

211

244

263

197

172

179

2,031

G) Havre des Pas E

161

174

267

326

400

566

589

601

563

354

226

197

4,424

H) Havre des Pas W

145

154

138

220

404

349

474

434

529

214

224

209

3,494

I) Marett Road E

386

374

484

566

716

1,058

954

809

880

546

493

284

7,550

J) Marett Road W

166

245

383

956

1,590

2,273

2,562

2,916

2,616

834

234

264

15,039

K) La Collette Shops

375

331

430

276

311

424

345

373

370

287

325

302

4,149

L) La Collette Flats

535

498

583

597

627

707

658

650

599

516

391

423

6,784

M) Beach Road E

465

473

709

758

888

1,069

1,462

951

882

834

747

569

9,807

N) Beach Road W

569

672

881

1,090

1,394

1,894

2,141

1,956

2,017

1,210

758

738

15,320

Stop Locations

14,243

2.3.12. Table 2 shows that bus stops N) Beach Road W and J) Marett Road W have the highest bus ticket
sales with over 15,000 users travelling towards St Helier on average per month, closely followed by
stop C) The Limes. Bus stops E) Dunell Road (Sb) and B) Lime Grove W have the lowest bus ticket
sales with just over 750 on average per month.
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Figure 3 - Monthly Bus Patronage – (A) Lime Grove E

Figure 4 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (B) Lime Grove W
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Figure 5 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (L) La Collette Flats

Figure 6 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (M) La Collette Shops
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Figure 7 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (D) The Cedars

Figure 8 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (C) The Limes
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Figure 9 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (J) Marett Road W

Figure 10 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (K) Marett Road E
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Figure 11 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (G) Havre des Pas E

Figure 12 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (H) Havre des Pas W
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Figure 13 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (N) Beach Road E

Figure 14 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (O) Beach Road W
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Figure 15 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (F) Dunell Road

Figure 16 – Monthly Bus Patronage – (E) Cleveland Road

2.3.13. The bus patronage graphs above indicate the somewhat seasonal nature of bus usage in the Havre
des Pas area, especially at stops such as Beach Road and Marett Road.
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2.4.

CYCLING AND PEDESTRIAN PROVISION

2.4.1.

There are no dedicated cycling routes through the study area. However, there are sections of cycle
paths and share pedestrian and cycle paths. As such the Eastern Cycle Network Route 1 runs along
the dedicated seafront share pedestrian and cycle path section from La Collette (linking to the west
of the island) in the west and through to the lido in the east before terminating. Cyclists wishing to
travel further east, or coming from the east, are required to use the road. Figure 17 and Figure 18
outline the ECN Route 1 and show the dedicated seafront share path.

On road

Largely off road

Terminating
point of

Figure 17 – Eastern Cycle Network, Route 1
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Figure 18 – Shared pedestrian and cycle route along Havre des Pas seafront (looking
towards La Collette)

2.5.

COLLISION MAPPING

2.5.1.

Figure 19 shows the recorded collisions in the study area for the latest available five-year period.
Recorded slight collisions are shown in orange and serious in orange. There were no recorded fatal
collisions in the area.

2.5.2.

Overall there were 69 collisions recorded during the latest five years, with 17 recorded serious
collisions and 52 recorded slight collisions.
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Figure 19 – Collision Map
Table 3 – Collisions by year and severity

2.5.3.

Year

Slight

Serious

Total

2013

9

6

15

2014

2

12

14

2015

1

16

17

2016

4

9

13

2017

4

6

10

Table 4 indicates the recorded primary collision factors, with the highest number attributed to
unknown factors/ not recorded with 15 out of 69 collisions. The second highest grouping was
attributed to ‘Crossing Road Junction Carelessly’ with 12 collisions, of these two were noted at the
Havre des Pas/St Clements Road junction, one at the Havre des Pas/Green St junction and one at
the St Clements/Cleveland Ave junction. The remainder were located at either La Route du Fort/St
Clements Rd junction or the La Route du Fort/Green St roundabout. There is no clear trend
associated with these collisions.
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2.5.4.

Only three of the 10 ‘Pedestrian Actions’ factors were located along Havre des Pas, with two on
Green St. Of these, one was a deliberate action. Of the remainder, there is no clear trend with all
collisions occurring is distinctly different locations.
Table 4 – Collision by primary cause factor
Primary Factor

2.5.5.

Count

Unknown Factors / Not recorded

15

Crossing Road Junction Carelessly

12

Pedestrian Actions

10

Shunted Stationary Vehicle

6

Drunk or Drugged

4

Turning Right Carelessly

4

Failing to Comply with Traffic Sign or Traffic Lights

2

Following Too Close

2

Hit object off-carriageway

2

Overtaking Improperly on Offside

2

Weather Conditions

2

Actions by Vehicle Passengers

1

Defective Vehicle

1

Illness

1

Misjudging Clearance

1

Other actions by cyclist

1

Reversing Carelessly

1

Road Surface Contaminants (e.g. Oil, Gravel etc.)

1

Stopping Suddenly

1

Table 5 presents the collisions by light condition and severity, indicating that twice as many (67%)
collisions occurred during daylight conditions for both slight and serious.
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Table 5 – Collision by light condition and severity
Severity

Darkness (Streetlights)

Daylight

Total

Serious

4 (24%)

13 (76%)

17

Slight

19 (37%)

33 (63%)

52

Total

23 (33%)

46 (67%)

69
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3.

TRAFFIC SURVEYS

3.1.

INTRODUCTIONS

3.1.1.

This section provides an overview of the traffic surveys that were undertaken across the Havre des
Pas area between 0700–1900 on Tuesday 15 May 2018. This data has been used to support the
analysis of the known issues and well as to inform the assessment of potential solutions within the
study area.

3.1.2.

Two types of survey were undertaken across the Havre des Pas area, each looking at a distinct
element of the traffic picture within the study area. These included:
§ Manual Classified Counts (MCC)
§ Junction Turn Counts
§ Queue Length Surveys
§ Pedestrian Crossing Surveys
§ Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) cordon surveys

Date Modified: 19/06/2018

Figure 20 shows which junctions, crossings and roads were surveyed for this assessment. The red
squares show the location of the MCC surveys, while the blue triangles show the location of the
ANPR surveys.
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Figure 20 – Traffic Survey locations within Havre des Pas
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3.1.4.

It should be noted that in addition to the surveys undertaken specifically for this study additional
surveys were undertaken in the wider area, including in Bagot and Liberation Square/Weighbridge
Place. These were undertaken on behalf of the Department for Infrastructure to support studies they
are undertaking; however, the data was used within this study to supplement the study specific
surveys, i.e. those within the study area denoted by the orange polygon.

MANUAL CLASSIFIED COUNTS - JUNCTION TURN COUNTS
3.1.5.

A Manual Classified Count (MCC) is a manual survey which records volumes, for junction turn
counts these were classified to the type of vehicle, with all traffic movements to and from each arm
of the junction.

3.1.6.

For this study, video cameras were set up for each junction to enable each arm to be observed.
Vehicles were observed entering each junction, after that, they were classified into specific vehicle
types and then tracked through the junction to the exit arm which is identified. The survey period
was a single neutral day, Tuesday 15 May 2018 between 0700 - 1900.

3.1.7.

The following vehicle types were used to classify vehicles as part of these Manual Classified
Counts:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

3.1.8.

Pedal Cycle
Motorcycle
Cars
Light Goods Vehicle (LGV) – typically a goods vehicle under 3.5 tonnes.
Other Goods Vehicle Class 1 (OGV1) – typically a rigid goods vehicle over 3.5 tonnes.
Other Goods Vehicle Class 2 (OGV2) – typically an articulated goods vehicle.
Public Service Vehicle (PSV) – buses and coaches with over 16 seats

The following locations were surveyed:
Table 6 - List of Junction Turn Counts
Reference

Location

MCC-001

La Route du Fort / Green St

MCC-002

La Route du Fort / Roseville St

MCC-003

La Route du Fort / Cleveland Rd

MCC-004

La Route du Fort / St Clements Rd

MCC-005

Havre des Pas / St Clements Rd / Greve d’Azette

MCC-006

Havre des Pas / Cleveland Rd

MCC-007

Havre des Pas / Roseville St

MCC-008

Havre des Pas / Green St

MCC-009

Mount Bingham / South Hill
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3.1.9.

MCC-101

La Route du la Liberation / La Route du Fort / Commercial Buildings

MCC-102

La Route de Veulle / Mount Bingham

MCC-103

Mount Bingham / South Hill / Pier Rd

MCC-104

Hill St / Bond St / Pier Rd / Mulcaster St

MCC-105

Mulcaster St / Weighbridge Pl / Esplanade / Conway St

MCC-201

Bagot Rd / Aubin Ln / Belvedere Hill

MCC-202

Plat Douet Road/ La Blinerie/ Victoria Road

MCC-203

Georgetown Road / Mary Street/ Victoria Road/ Georgetown Park Estate/ Dicq Road/ La
Route du Fort/ Don Road

MCC-204

Longueville Road / Plat Douet Road / Bagot Road

While MCC-101 – 105 and MCC-201 – 204 are listed above in relation to this study, it should be
noted they were commissioned by DfI to inform studies they are undertaking in the wider area. The
results have fed into this study. However, the raw data is not presented as part of this report.

MANUAL CLASSIFIED COUNTS - QUEUE LENGTH SURVEYS
3.1.10. A queue length survey was undertaken to capture the number of vehicles typically waiting at each
arm of a junction. A snapshot was taken of the state of the junction at regular intervals (every 5
minutes), with the queue length then recorded for each lane and each arm.
3.1.11. Queues lengths were measured in the number of stationary vehicles, on a per lane basis and then
extrapolated into distances in metres. Where queue lengths exceeded the view of the camera
capturing the queue this was recorded and taken into account when analysing the data. IT should be
noted that this was only the case in a small number of occasions for a short period.
3.1.12. Queue length surveys were undertaken at the same time and locations as the junction turn count
surveys listed in Table 6.

MANUAL CLASSIFIED COUNTS - PEDESTRIAN CROSSING SURVEYS
3.1.13. A pedestrian crossing survey was undertaken to monitor the use of the crossing with both volumes
and user recorded. Data on the number of pedestrians and cyclists using the crossing is captured by
camera along with what time they crossed the road. For signalised pedestrian crossings data on the
number of times the crossing is activated is also captured.
3.1.14. Pedestrian crossing surveys were undertaken at the following locations:
§ Signalised crossing on Havre des Pas outside the Lido
§ Signalised crossing on Havre des Pas at the Green St junction
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AUTOMATIC NUMBER PLATE RECOGNITION (ANPR) CORDON SURVEYS
3.1.15. To further understand the flow of traffic through and to/from the area, we have also undertaken a
cordon survey which records individual vehicles moving into and out of the study area. This survey
was undertaken for the 12-hour period between 0700 - 1900 on Tuesday 15 May 2018.
3.1.16. The cordon generally matches the study area, with some differences in order to minimise the
number of roads crossing the cordon. Each road crossing the cordon formed a node for the purpose
of the survey, with cameras placed at each node to capture vehicle number plates using automated
number plate recognition (ANPR) technology. Further nodes were placed on Havre des Pas, La
Route du Fort, and Green Street in order to capture vehicles route choice through the area.
3.1.17. The ANPR data collected at different nodes have then been matched in order to provide trip chains
for each recorded vehicle, hence describing the route of that vehicle as it crosses the various survey
nodes. Along with an indicator of the node at which the vehicle was recorded, the surveys also
record the direction of travel and the journey time for each segment of the trip—a journey can be
thought of as being made of a series of segments from one site to the next.
3.1.18. Limitations associated with ANPR technology mean that it is impossible to capture the number
plates of 100% of the vehicle crossing the cordon. As such, manual classified counts (MCCs) of
vehicles crossing the cordon at each node provide information on the total number of vehicles
passing through each survey node, along with the direction of travel. This enables the ANPR data to
be ‘factored up’, in order to match the actual number of vehicles crossing the cordon.
3.1.19. It should, therefore, be noted that this factoring up process involves a degree of estimation, which
means that the results will not exactly reflect actual conditions.
3.1.20. It is also important to note that this survey will only capture vehicles that pass each node. As such,
vehicle trips that both start and end within the cordon, without passing any of the nodes, are not
captured by this survey.
3.1.21. The information included in this section highlights some of the key results and findings from the
origin-destination survey.
3.1.22. Table 7 shows the locations which were surveyed. These are also shown in Figure 20.
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Table 7 - List of ANPR locations
Reference

Location

ANPR-001

La Route du Fort – Tunnel side of Green St

ANPR -002

Green St – north of roundabout

ANPR -003

La Route du Fort – between Roseville St and Cleveland Rd

ANPR -004

St Clements Rd – north of Hastings Rd

ANPR -005

La Route du Fort – between St Clements Rd and Beach Rd

ANPR -006

Dicq Rd – between Beach Rd and St Clements Rd

ANPR -007

Green Rd – near junction with Greve d’Azette

ANPR -008

Greve d’Azette – near junction with Green Rd

ANPR -009

Havre des Pas – between Roseville St and Cleveland Rd

ANPR -010

Green St

ANPR -011

Havre des Pas – between South Hill and Green St

ANPR -101

La Route du la Liberation / La Route du Fort / Commercial Buildings

ANPR -102

La Route de Veulle / Mount Bingham

ANPR -103

Mount Bingham / South Hill

ANPR -104

La Colomberie – prior to La Chasse

ANPR -105

Esplanade – between Conway St and Castle St

ANPR -106

Conway St – between Esplanade and Wharf St

ANPR -107 / 108

Pier Rd – town side of the multi-storey car park

3.2.

RESULTS

3.2.1.

This section presents the results of the surveys split into each survey type. Further data can be seen
in Appendix A of this report.

MANUAL CLASSIFIED COUNTS
3.2.2.

Figure 21 below shows the total junction flow for each junction, overlaid on the road hierarchy. It
clearly indicates the junctions with the highest and lowest total junction flows. The highest total
junction flows are seen on La Route du Fort/Green Street Roundabout, with almost 29,000 vehicle
movements between 0700-1900. While the lowest total junction flow is seen on the Mount
Bingham/South Hill junction with some 10,000 vehicles. Overall the figure shows total flows on La
Route du Fort are significantly higher than those on Havre des Pas.
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3.2.3.

Results of the junction turn counts and queue lengths are presented below in Figure 22 to Figure 30
for each of the junctions within the study area. The figures show the hourly vehicle flow for each arm
of the junction as lines on the primary axis, with average queue lengths for each arm, were
recorded, as bar columns on the secondary access to enable the correlation between flow and
queues to be seen.

3.2.4.

Flows are presented in total vehicles per hour, while queues are presented in the average number of
vehicles observed as queued (stationary) each hour, taken from counts every five minutes. It should
be noted that queue lengths are likely to be lower than lengths from a driver’s perception as they are
average lengths and don’t take account of any ‘rolling’ or slow-moving traffic which may be
perceived by drivers as a queue.

3.2.5.

Diagrams showing the individual observed turning movement flows for the AM (0800-0900) and PM
(1700-1800) peak hours, along with the full 12-hour (0700-1900) demand are included in Appendix
A of this report.
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Figure 21 – Total Junction flow (12-hour)
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MCC-001 - La Route du Fort / Green Street
3.2.6.

Figure 22 presents the hourly vehicle flows at La Route du Fort / Green St roundabout. It confirms that La Route du Fort eastbound has
the highest flow with 1,065 vehicles in the AM peak hour and 946 vehicles in the PM peak hour. La Route du Fort westbound is the next
busiest approach with flows consistently between 580 – 709. Both approaches show reductions in flow during the peak hours due to
congestion. Flow on Green St north is fairly consistent throughout the day, however, increases by around 100 vehicles in the evening
peak. It can also be seen that flows on Green St south rise significantly during the peaks, especially the AM peak which is almost double
the off-peak flow suggesting high commuter traffic. The access from Snow Hill car park, Regent Rd, is shown to be low through the day,
peaking at 81 vehicles between 1700-1800 with commuters leaving.

3.2.7.

Queue lengths are seen to be significant, especially during the AM and PM peak hours with an average hourly queue of some 30 plus
vehicles on La Route du Fort westbound, and some 18-25 vehicles eastbound. Green St north into the roundabout is also shown to be
high, with some 22 vehicles in the PM peak hour on average.
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Figure 22 - MCC-001 - La Route du Fort / Green St – Junction flows and queue lengths
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MCC-002 - La Route du Fort / Roseville St
3.2.8.

Figure 23 presents the hourly vehicle flows at La Route du Fort/Roseville St junction. As Roseville St is one-way from the junction, they
are not shown on the figure. The figure shows that the flows on La Route du Fort are similar during the AM peak and reduce to 605-620
vehicles from higher values throughout the rest of the day. However, during the PM eastbound flows increase significantly reaching some
900 vehicles, with 859 in the PM peak hour, showing the eastbound movement is higher than the westbound.

3.2.9.

Queue lengths on the side roads are shown to be low, peaking at an average of 8 vehicles between 1700-1800.
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Figure 23 - MCC-002 - La Route du Fort / Roseville St – Junction flows and queue lengths
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MCC-003 - La Route du Fort / Cleveland Rd
3.2.10. Figure 24 presents the hourly vehicle flows at La Route du Fort / Cleveland Rd junction. The figure shows that the flows on La Route du
Fort are similar during the AM peak and reduce to 500-536 vehicles from higher values throughout the rest of the day. However, during
the PM eastbound flows increase significantly reaching some 731 vehicles, showing the eastbound movement has more vehicles than the
westbound.
3.2.11. Queue lengths on the side roads are shown to be relatively low and consistent throughout the day. However, the eastbound right turn
from La Route du Fort shows an average queuing around 10 vehicles consistently throughout the day.
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Figure 24 - MCC-003 - La Route du Fort / Cleveland Rd - Junction flows and queue lengths
MCC-004 - La Route du Fort / St Clements Rd
3.2.12. Figure 25 presents the hourly vehicle flows at La Route du Fort / St Clements Rd signal junction. It shows a similar trend to the previous
diagrams for La Route du Fort flows, with the highest flows on La Route du Fort, again similar in the AM with both directions around 550
vehicles and the PM peak with the eastbound higher than the westbound. St Clements Rd south into the junction is generally consistent
through the day with small increases in the AM and PM peak hour and also between 1200-1300.
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3.2.13. Queue lengths are shown to be significant especially in the westbound direction in the AM peak between 0700-1100, and a peak hour
average queue length of over 45 (~260m) vehicles. La Route du Fort is also relatively high throughout the day, with an average queue
consistently over 10 vehicles indicating the level of delay due to the signal timings.

Figure 25 - MCC-004 - La Route du Fort / St Clements Rd - Junction flows and queue lengths
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MCC-005 - Havre des Pas / St Clements Rd / Greve d’Azette
3.2.14. Figure 26 presents the hourly vehicle flows at Havre des Pas / St Clements Rd / Greve d’Azette mini roundabout. It shows a clear tidal
flow on Havre des Pas / Greve d’Azette with the westbound direction highest in the AM peak hour and the eastbound highest in the PM
peak hour. The southbound St Clements Rd is shown to be highest in the AM peak hour.
3.2.15. Queue lengths for the junction indicate the largest queuing is seen on Havre des Pas eastbound, which is highest in the PM peak hour
with an average queue length 20, while the AM peak is 12 vehicles.
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Figure 26 - MCC-005 - Havre des Pas / St Clements Rd / Greve d’Azette - Junction flows and queue lengths
MCC-006 - Havre des Pas / Cleveland Rd
3.2.16. Figure 27 presents the hourly vehicle flows at Havre des Pas / Cleveland Rd junction. It shows a clear tidal flow on Havre des Pas with
the westbound direction highest in the AM peak hour (939 vehicles) and the eastbound highest in the PM peak hour (812 vehicles). It also
shows that flows on Cleveland Rd are very low through the day with a maximum flow of 40 vehicles in the PM peak hour, while the AM
peak hour is 26 vehicles.
3.2.17. Queue lengths for the junction indicate significant queueing during the AM peak period with the westbound Havre des Pas to Cleveland
Rd right turn having an average queue length of 27 vehicles, while the remainder of the day has a maximum of 5 vehicles.
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Figure 27 - MCC-006 - Havre des Pas / Cleveland Rd - Junction flows and queue lengths
MCC-007 - Havre des Pas / Roseville St
3.2.18. Figure 28 presents the hourly vehicle flows at Havre des Pas / Roseville St junction. It shows a clear tidal flow on Havre des Pas with the
westbound direction highest in the AM peak hour (924 vehicles) and the eastbound highest in the PM peak hour (746 vehicles). It also
shows that flows on Roseville St are low throughout the day with a maximum flow of 85 vehicles in the PM peak, while the AM peak hour
is 74 vehicles.
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3.2.19. Queue lengths for the junction indicate little queueing during the day, with a maximum average queue length of 3 vehicles.

Figure 28 - MCC-007 - Havre des Pas / Roseville St - Junction flows and queue lengths
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MCC-008 - Havre des Pas / Green St
3.2.20. Figure 29 presents the hourly vehicle flows at Havre des Pas/Green St junction. It clearly shows the tidal nature of the road, with the
westbound the highest direction in the AM peak hour with 946 vehicles and the eastbound highest in the PM peak hour with 963 vehicles.
While Green St southbound into the junction can clearly be seen to be very low, with a maximum of 99 vehicles in the PM peak hour.
3.2.21. Queue lengths for the junction indicate significant queuing in the AM peak hour for the Havre des Pas westbound movement, with an
average of 33 vehicles queueing. There is only a small amount of queuing observed on Green St.

Figure 29 - MCC-008 - Havre des Pas / Green St - Junction flows and queue lengths
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MCC-009 - Mount Bingham / South Hill
3.2.22. Figure 30 presents the hourly vehicle flows at Mount Bingham/South Hill junction. The figure clearly shows the westbound from Havre des
Pas over Mont Bingham highest in the AM peak hour with 635 vehicles, while the PM peak hour is the highest for the other movements
heading eastbound. The highest flow being 595 vehicles on Month Bingham followed by South Hill with 386 vehicles.
3.2.23. Queue lengths for the junction indicate moderate queuing in the PM peak hour for the South Hill movement with an average of 10 vehicles
queuing. There is only a small amount of queuing observed during other periods.
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Figure 30 - MCC-009 - Mount Bingham / South Hill - Junction flows and queue lengths
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3.2.24. Full results including junction turn count diagrams are presented in Appendix A of this report.

TRAFFIC COMPOSITION
3.2.25. Figure 31 presents the traffic composition for the key roads within the study area. It shows the
percentage of the overall link flow (AM, PM peak hour and 12 hour) in each direction per vehicle
type (cycle, motorbike, Car, LGV, HGV and bus).

Figure 31 – Traffic composition
3.2.26. The figure shows a high LGV (20%) and HGV (7%) proportion on Havre des Pas eastbound which is
significantly higher than the PM peak (LGV 8%, HGV <1%), however overall the 12-hour data
indicates proportions similar to that of La Route du Fort. It is assumed the AM peak increases relate
to commercial vehicles leaving the La Collette industrial area.
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3.2.27. It can also be seen that bus proportions on Green Street are high compared to others. This is
expected due to the high-frequency bus routes on this section and relatively low overall volume.
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MANUAL CLASSIFIED COUNTS - PEDESTRIAN CROSSING SURVEYS
3.2.28. Pedestrian crossing surveys were undertaken on Havre des Pas outside the lido and at the Green
Street junction. The surveys recorded the number of people using the crossings (pedestrians and
cyclists) and the number of times the crossing was called.
Signalised crossing on Havre des Pas outside the Lido
3.2.29. Figure 32 shows the pedestrian and cycle count for the signalised crossing outside the lido on Havre
des Pas. It clearly shows a high usage especially during the morning and evening peaks, with
pedestrians being the main users while cyclists are seen to be low albeit with a noticeable increase
between 1700 – 1800 with 13 crossing towards the beach. The figure also shows a significant
increase in the volume of pedestrians and cyclists in the afternoon, with some 80 people per hour
between 1600 and 1800.
3.2.30. Overall 513 people used the crossing between 0700-1900, with the total crossing in each direction
almost exactly the same (256/257). However, the movement towards the beach was more heavily
used by cyclists, with a total of 42 against a total of 10 for the from beach movement.

Figure 32 – Pedestrian and cycle count for the signalised crossing outside the Lido
3.2.31. Figure 33 shows the number of times the signalised crossing operated per hour as a result of the
call button being pushed by a pedestrian or cyclist. Overall it was called 312 times. It can be clearly
seen that the highest calls are in the morning and evening peak periods, with the highest number of
calls in the evening with 45 calls between 1700-1800.
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Figure 33 – Number of signal calls for the signalised crossing outside the Lido
3.2.32. Overall, it can be seen that this crossing is well used both in terms of the volume of people using the
crossing and the number of times the crossing is called throughout the day but especially during the
morning and evening peak periods.

Signalised crossing on Havre des Pas near the Green Street junction
3.2.33. Figure 32 shows the pedestrian and cycle count for the signalised crossing on Havre des Pas near
Green St. It shows a high usage especially during the morning and evening peaks, with pedestrians
being the main users while cyclists are seen to be low albeit with a noticeable increase between
0800–0900 with 9 crossing from the beach, towards the town side. The figure also shows a
significant increase in the volume of pedestrians and cyclists in the evening, with 62 people crossing
between 1700–1800.
3.2.34. Overall 447 people used the crossing between 0700-1900, with the total crossing in each direction
very similar (220/227). However, the movement from the beach towards the town side was more
heavily used by cyclists, with a total of 23 against a total of 8 for the to beach movement.
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Figure 34 – Pedestrian and cycle count for the signalised crossing on Havre des Pas near
Green St
3.2.35. Figure 33 shows the number of times the signalised crossing operated per hour as a result of the
call button being pushed by a pedestrian or cyclist. Overall it was called 299 times. It can be seen
that the highest calls are in the morning and evening peak periods, with the highest number of calls
jointly between 0800-0900 and 1700-1800 with 36 calls.
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Figure 35 – Number of signal calls for the signalised crossing on outside the Lido
3.2.36. Overall, it can be seen that this crossing is well used both in terms of the volume of people using the
crossing and the number of times the crossing is called throughout the day but especially during the
morning and evening peak periods.
3.2.37. In summary, it can be seen that both signal crossings are well used and called a large number of
times each hour during both the peak and off-peak periods. The crossing located near the lido can
be seen to be slightly busier than the crossing near Green Street.
3.2.38. While total numbers using each crossing a very similar it can be seen that in terms of users,
pedestrian numbers are highest in the from beach movement at the lido crossing, while at the
crossing near Green Street sees pedestrian’s numbers highest in the to beach movement. Cyclist
reverse this trend.
3.2.39. Full results are presented in Appendix A of this report.

AUTOMATIC NUMBER PLATE RECOGNITION (ANPR) CORDON SURVEYS
3.2.40. Results of the ANPR surveys are presented below for each key movement or route through the
study area in terms of the percentage of vehicles on each route through the area and average
journeys for the associated routes.
3.2.41. Full results are presented in Appendix B of this report.
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Figure 36 – ANPR 005 Percentage movements through the study area (approx.)
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Figure 37 – ANPR 007 & 008 Percentage movements through the study area (approx.)
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Figure 38 – ANPR 101 Percentage movements through the study area (approx.)
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Figure 39 – ANPR 002 Percentage movements through the study area (approx.)
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Figure 40 – ANPR 011 Percentage movements through the study area (approx.)
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3.3.

SUMMARY

3.3.1.

Following the data collection exercise detailed above it is clear that the study area experiences a
very dominate tidal traffic pattern with significant volumes of vehicles heading westbound in the AM
peak and eastbound in the PM peak, largely related to commuting to/from St Helier town centre.

3.3.2.

As a result of the data collection, it is it shows that traffic volumes along Route du Fort are
consistently high throughout the 0700 – 1900 period. However, volumes on Havre des Pas are high
during the peak hours (946 vehicles AM westbound, 963 eastbound PM) but significantly reduce
during the interpeak period, reducing to between a half to a third of the volume.

3.3.3.

It is also clear that as a result of these significant peak period volumes, extensive queuing occurs on
both La Route du Fort and Havre des Pas. The highest queues are recorded on La Route du Fort in
the AM peak., with an average queue length greater than 45 vehicles (stationary).

3.3.4.

The ANPR movement surveys again confirm the major flow along Havre des Pas is westbound in
the AM peak hour, and indicate trips largely originating from Greve d’Azette are travelling along the
seafront before selecting either Green Street or Mount Bingham to head towards La Route du la
Liberation, with a roughly a third using Green St and two-thirds using Mount Bingham. .

3.3.5.

Traffic heading westbound and entering the study area from Bagot tends to remain on La Route du
Fort, before going through the tunnel or Green Street north. Only low numbers of vehicles switch
from La Route du Fort.

3.3.6.

In the eastbound PM peak hour, again vehicles tend to stick to either La Route du Fort or Havre des
Pas with only a small number of vehicles switching, for example using Mount Bingham, Havre des
Pas and then La Route du Fort.

3.3.7.

The figures also confirm due to the traffic flows; congestion is greatest in the AM peak heading
westbound and eastbound in the PM peak hour with journey times generally longer in the key
direction. For example, average times for the movement from La Route du La Liberation via Mount
Bingham taking almost 2 minutes 30 seconds longer in the PM peak than the AM peak hour (7:45
AM, 10:04 PM). Similarly, for the movement from Greve d’Azette to La Route du la Liberation on
average it takes some 4 minutes 30 seconds (12:32 AM, 08:07 PM) longer in the PM peak hour.
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4.

OPTIONS TESTING - TRAFFIC MODEL ANALYSIS

4.1.

MODEL BACKGROUND

4.1.1.

This section outlines the background to the traffic modelling undertaken to support the study and the
scheme options assessment.

4.1.2.

For the Havre Des Pas Village Study, the existing base model was updated to 2018 by carrying out
minimal network updates and local recalibration within St. Helier to test the scheme options.
Recalibration was undertaken to improve the models level of calibration whereby modelled flows are
compared to observed flows. The count data collected for the study area, and presented in Section
3.2 above, was input in the model and used to furness the model to match, improving the calibration
level from that found in the base model.

4.1.3.

The primary area of interest is highlighted with a red perimeter within in Figure 41, with a blue
perimeter highlighting the broad scheme options area.

Figure 41 – Area of interest and broad scheme location
4.1.4.

The Havre Des Pas study model update utilised the network-wide parameters and trip demand
distribution of the existing Jersey Transport Model. As the demand data of the existing Jersey
Transport Model is largely based on 1992 matrices with infill from the 2007 RSI data, it should be
noted that there are limitations to the 2018 model update that although the traffic flow level of the
updated model might be representative of 2018 due to local recalibration, the trip demand
distribution pattern has not been fully verified to represent the current traffic conditions.

4.1.5.

It should also be noted that no validation exercise has been undertaken within the primary area of
interest, and the performance of the model outside the primary area of interest as shown in Figure 1
is beyond the scope of this study but has been monitored at a high level to ensure the existing level
of model performance is retained.
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BASE MODEL UPDATES
4.1.6.

The Jersey Transport Model network within the primary area of interest has been reviewed to
understand the appropriateness to reasonably assess the proposed scheme options. Based on the
review, necessary changes to link capacities and speeds have been identified as shown in Figure 42
that are essential to model realistic routing and delays in the model.

Figure 42 – Base Network Updates
4.1.7.

4.1.8.

As part of the model development, a calibration exercise has been performed using manual
classified counts. Modelled flows were compared with survey volumes, and the GEH statistic has
been used to compare observed and assigned flow. WebTAG advises that in ordinary
circumstances the practitioner should aim to reach a state where 85% of modelled links have a GEH
of less than 5. The GEH statistic is of the form:
=

(

(

)

)⁄

where M is the modelled flow and C is the observed count.

A total of 100 counts were used in the base model calibration. The comparison of modelled flows
against these counts is summarised in Table 8.
Measure

AM Peak

PM Peak

No. of links with modelled flows meeting GEH < 5 criteria

79/100

90/100

% of links with modelled flows meeting criteria

79%

90%

Table 8 – Calibration link flow comparison with observed flows
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4.1.9.

The table demonstrated that the 85% criteria is achieved for the PM peak and for the AM peak it has
slightly fell short of the criteria. However, given the scope of this assessment, the results are
deemed appropriate and gives confidence that the modelled flows as a whole are representative of
real-life traffic flows.

4.1.10. Although the modelled flows as a whole are representative of observed flows in the study area, it is
important to ensure that the links in the immediate vicinity of the proposed options are well
calibrated. The comparison of modelled flows against these counts is summarised in Table 9.
Measure

AM Peak

PM Peak

No. of links with modelled flows meeting GEH < 5 criteria

50/59

52/59

% of links with modelled flows meeting criteria

85%

88%

Table 9 – Calibration link flow comparison with observed flows
4.1.11. The table demonstrates that the sites within the broad scheme area meet the 85% criteria for AM
and PM peak and are representative of real-life traffic flows.

4.2.

SCHEME OPTIONS

4.2.1.

This section summarises the options testing undertaken to assess the impact of the scheme options
within the study area.

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS
4.2.2.

Following consultations with the Parish of St. Helier and the study Steering group, the following
options have been identified as a prioritised shortlist for testing:
Table 10 – Proposed Options
¡ Do Minimum – Base Model
+ 20 mph scheme on Green
St, Havre des Pas, St
Clements and local roads in
the Havre des Pas area
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¡ Option A – Full closure of
Havre des Pas between
Green St and St Clements
except for access

¡ Option B – Full closure of
Havre des Pas between
Green St and St Clements
except for access and Green
Street between La Route du
Fort and Havre des Pas

¡ Option C – One way only on
Green St Northbound
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¡ Option D – One way only on
Havre des Pas Westbound

¡ Option E – Option C +
Option D

¡ Option F – HGV ban on
Havre des Pas/Green St +
Option A (Full closure)
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¡ Option G – HGV ban on
Havre des Pas + Option E
(one-way on Havre des Pas
and Green St)
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KEY OBSERVATIONS
4.2.3.

The following section summarises the outputs from the options modelling which include overall
model network statistics, traffic flow difference plots and journey time assessments within the
primary area of interest.
Network Statistics

4.2.4.

This section outlines the impact of network performance by comparing overall vehicle-hours
travelled, vehicle-kilometres travelled and average delay per vehicle on the modelled option
networks for the AM and PM peak hours.

4.2.5.

In order to understand the impact of each option on the network within the primary area of interest,
cordoned models were created, and the network statistics were derived from these models to
assess the localised impact of network performance thereby removing wider background noise in
the model. Table 11 and Table 12 present the network statistics comparison for each option against
the Do Minimum model. The key observations are as follows:
§ In the AM peak, Option B has the largest increase in average delay per vehicle of approximately
43% compared to the Do Minimum followed by Option A with an increase of approximately 33%.
The results seem logical as Option B includes the full closure of Havre des Pas and Green Street,
consequently vehicles travel for longer distance and duration resulting in an increase in total
distance and travel time. Option C has the least impact with an increase of approximately 5%
which shows that the Green St southbound closure has a marginal impact on network delays
compared to other options.
§ In the PM Peak, Option B has the largest increase in delays of approximately 64% followed by
Options A, F, D with an increase of approximately 55%, 54% and 50% respectively. The increase
in Option B can be attributed to the full closure of Havre des Pas and Green St, whereas in
Options F and A the Havre des Pas eastbound closure has a significant impact on network
delays. The Option D impact is observed particularly in the PM peak due to the tidal traffic flow
nature of the study area wherein the eastbound traffic is higher in the evening peak compared to
the morning peak, resulting in more delays in the PM peak with the Havre des Pas eastbound
route closure. Option C with Green Street southbound closure has minimal impact in the PM peak
as the alternate route choice in this peak is found to be much quicker in part due to the trip
distribution compared to the AM peak.
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AM Peak

DM

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Option E

Option F

Option G

Total
Delay
(hrs)

395

526

33.0%

566

43.1%

417

5.4%

449

13.7%

454

15.0%

515

30.3%

444

12.4%

Total
Distance
(km)

37,104

37,403

0.8%

37,461

1.0%

37,170

0.2%

37,310

0.6%

37,352

0.7%

36,992

-0.3%

36,939

-0.4%

Total
Travel
Time
(hrs)

1,554

1,700

9.4%

1,742

12.2%

1,575

1.4%

1,616

4.0%

1,624

4.5%

1,678

8.0%

1,601

3.1%

Avg
Delay per
Veh (min)

1.38

1.83

32.8%

1.96

42.8%

1.45

5.3%

1.56

13.5%

1.58

14.7%

1.80

31.0%

1.56

13.1%

Table 11 – AM peak network statistics

PM Peak

DM

Option A

Option B

Total
Delay
(hrs)

298

460

54.4%

490

64.4%

292

-1.9%

448

50.3%

443

48.6%

457

53.3%

442

48.1%

Total
Distance
(km)

36,741

37,213

1.3%

37,159

1.1%

36,776

0.1%

37,183

1.2%

37,218

1.3%

37,104

1.0%

37,161

1.1%

Total
Travel
Time
(hrs)

1,437

1,621

12.8%

1,654

15.2%

1,432

-0.3%

1,611

12.1%

1,609

12.0%

1,613

12.3%

1,591

10.7%
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Option C

Option D

Option E

Option F

Option G
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Avg
Delay per
Veh (min)

1.10

1.70

54.5%

1.81

64.4%

1.08

-2.0%

1.65

50.4%

1.63

48.6%

1.69

53.6%

1.63

48.3%

Table 12 – PM peak network statistics
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Flow Differences
4.2.6.

This section provides a summary of the impact on traffic flows by comparing flows within the study
area for each option against the Do Minimum. The outputs are presented in the form of flow
difference plots where green indicates areas of flow decreases and red areas of flow increases.

4.2.7.

Figure 43 to Figure 56 present the flow comparison plots for each option against the Do Minimum.
The key observations are as follows:
Option A: Full closure of Havre des Pas

¡ With full closure of Havre des Pas, there is an increase in westbound traffic of approximately 530
vehicles on La Route du Fort in the AM peak, with reductions of similar magnitude on Havre de
Pas in the westbound direction. In the PM peak, a reverse trend was observed, in that there is an
increase in eastbound traffic of approximately 600 vehicles on La Route du Fort with similar flow
reductions on Havre de Pas.
¡ There is an increase in flow on Victoria Road with traffic rerouting through this road to join La
Route du Fort due to Havre de Pas westbound closure.
¡ There is an increase in flows on Hill Street/Pier Road as vehicles now reroute through these
roads instead of La Route du la Liberation/Commercial Buildings due to road closures.
Option B: Full closure of Havre des Pas and Green Street

¡ With full closure of Havre des Pas and Green St, the impacts are akin to Option A. There is an
increase in westbound traffic of approximately 580 vehicles on La Route du Fort in the AM peak,
with reductions of similar magnitude on Havre de Pas in the westbound direction. In the PM peak,
a reverse trend was observed, in that there is an increase in eastbound traffic of approximately
600 vehicles on La Route du Fort with similar flow reductions on Havre de Pas.
Option C: One way only on Green St Northbound

¡ With Green Street southbound closure, there is a flow reduction through the tunnel as vehicles
route via Commercial Buildings, Mount Bingham instead of accessing Green Street southbound.
¡ Similarly, there is an increase in eastbound traffic on La Route du Fort between Green Street and
St. Clement Road as traffic now reroutes through this section to reach Greve d’Azette/Havre des
Pas instead of Green Street southbound and Havre des Pas west.
¡ Both AM and PM peaks have similar impacts in this option.
Option D: One way only on Havre des Pas Westbound

¡ With Havre des Pas eastbound closure, there is an increase in traffic on La Route du Fort as
vehicles now use Commercial Buildings northbound and join Route du Fort Road eastbound
traffic via La Route du la Liberation/La Route du Port Elizabeth roundabout.
¡ Due to increased delay on La Route du Fort with rerouted traffic with Havre des Pas eastbound
closure, vehicles from the western part of the study area which would otherwise use Union St,
Bath St and join A4 coast road via Victoria Rd.
¡ Due to the tidal flow nature of the study area, the impact is higher in the PM peak with larger
increase in eastbound traffic on La Route du Fort compared to the AM peak.
Option E: Option C + Option D

¡ With Option E which is a combination of Options C and D (Havre des Pas and Green St oneway), the impacts are combined in this scenario. The AM and PM peaks have an increase in
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flows of approximately 400 and 500 vehicles respectively in the eastbound direction on La Route
du Fort.
¡ There are some increases on parallel routes to La Route du Fort such as Union St and Bath St
due to an increase in delay with vehicles joining from La Route du la Liberation//La Route du Port
Elizabeth roundabout from zones (origins) to the south which would otherwise use Havre des
Pas.
Option F: HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option A

¡ With Option F, the impacts are similar to that of Option A. There is an increase in westbound
traffic of approximately 560 vehicles on La Route du Fort in the AM peak, with reductions of
similar magnitude on Havre de Pas in the westbound direction. In the PM peak, a reverse trend
was observed, in that there is an increase in eastbound traffic of approximately 630 vehicles on
La Route du Fort with similar flow reductions on Havre de Pas.
Option G: HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option E

¡ With Option G, the impacts are similar to that of Option E. The PM peak has larger increase in
flows of approximately 580 vehicles in the eastbound direction on La Route du Fort compared to
the AM peak owing to the tidal nature of traffic in the study area.
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Figure 43 – Option A - DM flow difference, AM Peak

Figure 44 – Option A - DM flow difference, PM Peak
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Figure 45 – Option B - DM flow difference, AM Peak

Figure 46 – Option B - DM flow difference, PM Peak
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Figure 47 – Option C - DM flow difference, AM Peak

Figure 48 – Option C - DM flow difference, PM Peak
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Figure 49 – Option D - DM flow difference, AM Peak

Figure 50 – Option D - DM flow difference, PM Peak
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Figure 51 – Option E - DM flow difference, AM Peak

Figure 52 – Option E - DM flow difference, PM Peak
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Figure 53 – Option F - DM flow difference, AM Peak

Figure 54 – Option F - DM flow difference, PM Peak
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Figure 55 – Option G - DM flow difference, AM Peak

Figure 56 – Option G - DM flow difference, PM Peak
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Journey Time Analysis
4.2.8.

Journey time comparisons between the Do Minimum and scheme options have been undertaken to
gain an understanding of the travel duration impact of each scheme. The journey time routes that
have been used are shown in Figure 57.

4.2.9.

Table 13 and Table 14 present the journey time comparison for each option against the Do Minimum
model. The key observations are as follows:
Option A: Full closure of Havre des Pas

¡ With the full closure of Havre des Pas, there is an increase in westbound traffic of on La Route du
Fort in the AM peak which resulted in an increase in journey time of approximately 62% between
Greve d’Azette and Route du Fort via St Clement Road along Route 8. Route 7 saw an increase
in journey time of approximately 59% while routes 9 to 12 which traverse through La Route du
Fort saw an increase in the range of 13% to 21%. There are no comparable results for routes 1 to
6 as the routes were closed.
¡ In the PM peak, journey times have increased along Route du Fort akin to the morning peak.
However, the magnitude of changes is larger in the PM peak. Route 7 between Greve d’Azette
and Route du Fort in the eastbound direction has the largest increase of approximately 154% due
to the tidal flow nature of the study area. Journey time along routes 9, 10 and 11 have increased
in the range of 50-90%, and this is logical as vehicles now traverse through Route du Fort Rd
with Havre des Pas closure.
Option B: Full closure of Havre des Pas and Green Street

¡ With the full closure of Havre des Pas and Green St, there is an increase in westbound traffic of
on La Route du Fort in the AM peak which resulted in an increase in journey time of
approximately 97% between Greve d’Azette and Route du Fort via St Clement Road along Route
8. Route 7 saw an increase in journey time of approximately 89% while routes 9 to 12 which
traverse through La Route du Fort saw an increase in the range of 5% to 34%. There are no
comparable results for routes 1 to 6 as the routes were closed.
¡ In the PM peak, journey times have increased along Route du Fort akin to the morning peak.
However, the magnitude of changes is larger in the PM peak. Route 7 between Greve d’Azette
and Route du Fort in the eastbound direction has the largest increase of approximately 144% due
to the tidal flow nature of the study area. Journey time along routes 9, 10 and 11 have increased
in the range of 50-90%, and this is logical as vehicles now traverse through Route du Fort Rd
with Havre des Pas closure.
Option C: One way only on Green St Northbound

¡ The Green St southbound closure has a marginal impact on journey times in both AM and PM
peaks. Journey time along Route 1 has the largest increase of approximately 2% in the AM peak
and the PM peak; Route 8 has the largest increase of approximately 8%.
Option D: One way only on Havre des Pas Westbound

¡ With Havre des Pas eastbound closure, there is an increase in traffic on La Route du Fort as
vehicles now use A6 northbound and join Route du Fort Road eastbound traffic via A1/La Rte du
Port Elizabeth roundabout because of which the journey times along route 7 have increased
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significantly, with an increase of approximately 205% in the PM peak due to more eastbound
traffic and 63% in the AM peak. Journey time across routes that traverse through Route du Fort
Rd, i.e., routes 9 to 11 have increased due to the increase in traffic.
Option E: Option B + Option C

§ With Option E which is a combination of Options C and D, the impacts are similar to Option D
with journey time increase on Route du Fort across all peaks. Route 7 in the AM and PM peaks
has the largest increase of approximately 61% and 205% respectively.
Option F: HGV ban on Havre des Pas + Option A

¡ With Option F, the impacts are similar to that of Option A. The PM peak has larger increase in
journey time of approximately 156% on route 7 and an increase of approximately 57% in the AM
peak.
Option G: HGV ban on Havre des Pas + Option E

¡ With Option G, the impacts are similar to that of Option E. Due to the tidal nature of the study
area; the PM peak has larger increase in journey time of approximately 160% with Havre des Pas
eastbound closure on route 7 and an increase of approximately 68% in the AM peak.
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Figure 57 – Journey time routes
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JT
Route

DM

Route
1

00:04:09

-

-

-

-

00:04:13

2%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Route
2

00:03:05

-

-

-

-

00:03:06

0%

00:03:26

11%

00:03:21

8%

-

-

00:03:20

8%

Route
3

00:03:02

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Route
4

00:03:26

-

-

-

-

00:03:29

1%

00:03:35

4%

00:03:33

3%

-

-

00:03:28

1%

Route
5

00:03:27

-

-

-

-

00:03:28

1%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Route
6

00:03:31

-

-

-

-

-

-

00:03:17

-7%

-

-

-

-

-

-

Route
7

00:02:26

00:03:53

59%

00:04:37

89%

00:02:27

0%

00:03:59

63%

00:03:56

61%

00:03:47

55%

00:03:32

45%

Route
8

00:03:56

00:06:23

62%

00:07:45

97%

00:03:59

1%

00:03:47

-4%

00:03:46

-4%

00:06:12

57%

00:03:49

-3%

Route
9

00:04:12

00:05:06

21%

00:05:39

34%

00:04:10

-1%

00:05:20

27%

00:05:17

25%

00:05:03

20%

00:04:48

14%

Route
10

00:07:05

00:08:01

13%

00:08:34

21%

00:07:00

-1%

00:08:17

17%

00:08:16

17%

00:08:02

13%

00:07:53

11%

Route
11

00:06:00

00:06:56

15%

00:07:30

25%

00:05:55

-1%

00:07:13

20%

00:07:12

20%

00:06:57

16%

00:06:48

13%

Option A

Option B
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Option C

Option D

Option E

Option F

Option G
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Route
12

00:02:09

00:02:16

5%

00:02:15

5%

00:02:09

0%

00:02:09

0%

00:02:09

0%

00:02:16

5%

00:02:09

0%

Table 13 – AM peak journey time differences
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JT
Route

DM

Route
1

00:03:54

-

-

-

-

00:03:46

-3%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Route
2

00:03:23

-

-

-

-

00:03:20

-2%

00:03:38

7%

00:03:33

5%

-

-

00:03:35

6%

Route
3

00:03:09

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Route
4

00:03:09

-

-

-

-

00:03:10

1%

00:03:08

0%

00:03:05

-2%

-

-

00:03:04

-2%

Route
5

00:03:29

-

-

-

-

00:03:30

0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Route
6

00:03:57

-

-

-

-

-

-

00:03:34

-10%

-

-

-

-

-

-

Route
7

00:02:37

00:06:39

154%

00:06:23

144%

00:02:50

8%

00:07:57

205%

00:07:58

205%

00:06:41

156%

00:06:48

160%

Route
8

00:03:18

00:03:59

21%

00:04:15

29%

00:03:11

-4%

00:03:44

13%

00:03:34

8%

00:03:36

9%

00:03:33

8%

Route
9

00:04:14

00:08:00

89%

00:07:56

88%

00:04:12

-1%

00:08:40

105%

00:08:43

106%

00:08:11

94%

00:07:37

80%

Route
10

00:06:54

00:10:39

54%

00:10:32

53%

00:06:56

1%

00:11:17

63%

00:11:20

64%

00:10:52

57%

00:10:17

49%

Route
11

00:05:55

00:09:42

64%

00:09:35

62%

00:05:58

1%

00:10:19

74%

00:10:24

75%

00:09:55

67%

00:09:18

57%

Option A

Option B
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Option C

Option D

Option E

Option F

Option G
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Route
12

00:02:18

00:02:16

-1%

00:02:16

-2%

00:02:19

0%

00:02:13

-4%

00:02:13

-4%

00:02:17

-1%

00:02:14

-4%

Table 14 – PM peak journey time differences
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4.3.

SENSITIVITY TEST

4.3.1.

Following the option testing detailed above, it is clear that all options will have a negative impact on
the level of congestion within the study area, leading to significant delays and increased journey
times and either significant increases in highway capacity or reductions in the number of vehicles is
required to achieve a situation whereby delays and journey times are no worse overall with the
options.

4.3.2.

It is not considered viable or part of this study to consider the potential infrastructure required to
achieve a nil detriment, therefore a sensitivity test scenario has been developed to determine the
level of reduction in vehicles required to achieve a nil detriment impact from Option G; One-way only
on Green St Northbound and Havre des Pas Westbound along with a HGV ban on both roads.

4.3.3.

To assess the levels required the model was analysed to determine all those trips through the study
area with a trip distance of less than 8 km, reflecting a distance considered to be possible via cycle
(and also by bus) with reductions of these vehicles by 10, 25 and 100 percent.

4.3.4.

This sensitivity test was called Option H, reflecting an increase in sustainable travel through Havre
des Pas with a reduction in short distance trips (<8 km) by 10%, 25% and 100% for Option G.

4.3.5.

Table 15 and Table 16 present the overall model network statistics, outlining the impact of network
performance by comparing overall vehicle-hours travelled, vehicle-kilometres travelled and average
delay per vehicle on the modelled option networks for the AM and PM peak hours. The key
observations are as follows:
§ In the AM peak, in order to achieve nil detriment, whereby delay and travel time are no greater
than the Do Minimum it can be seen a reduction in the short distance through the study area
would need to be in the order of 10 - 25%, equating to over 550 vehicles.
§ In the PM peak, in order to achieve nil detriment, whereby delay and travel time are no greater
than the Do Minimum it can be seen a reduction in the short distance through the study area
would need to over 25%, equating to over 600 vehicles.

Table 15 – AM Peak Sensitivity Test Results
AM Peak

DM

Option H (10%
reduction)

Option H (25%
reduction)

Option H (100%
reduction)

Total Delay (hrs)

395

417

5.6%

379

-4.1%

286

-27.6%

Total Distance (km)

37,104

36,276

-2.2%

35,204

-5.1%

28,840

-22.3%

Total Travel Time
(hrs)

1,554

1,553

-0.1%

1,483

-4.5%

1,209

-22.2%

Avg Delay per Veh
(min)

1.38

1.48

7.5%

1.37

-0.7%

1.16

-15.5%
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Table 16 – PM Peak Sensitivity Test Results
PM Peak

DM

Option H (10%
reduction)

Option H (25%
reduction)

Option H (100%
reduction)

Total Delay (hrs)

298

401

34.5%

304

2.0%

226

-24.3%

Total Distance
(km)

36,741

36,475

-0.7%

35,369

-3.7%

28,492

-22.5%

Total Travel Time
(hrs)

1,437

1,527

6.3%

1,391

-3.2%

1,115

-22.4%

Avg Delay per
Veh (min)

1.10

1.50

36.4%

1.16

5.7%

0.98

-10.8%

Total Vehicles

16,271

16,045

-1.4%

15,703

-3.5%

13,799

-15.2%

4.3.6.

As a result of the sensitivity test, it can be seen that significant (>25% / >600 vehicles) reductions
would be required to mitigate the overall adverse traffic impact the one-way closure of Havre des
Pas and Green Street would have on the study area and the wider St Helier. This level of trip
reduction would require an exceptional change in personal travel patterns. It should also be noted
that it assumes any transference to alternative modes would have no additional impact on traffic
congestion.

4.3.7.

The infographic below indicates the types of initiatives typically applied to reduce travel demand
across the spectrum, from not travelling or minimising the need to travel such as working from home
to travelling during less busy times of the day such as before or after the current peak periods; to
switching travel mode from the private car to car sharing, buses, cycling and walking, through to
changing origin and/or destinations (home or work locations).

§ Minimise the need
to travel
§ Telework (work
from home or
another location)
§ Schedule
conference calls in
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§ Shift your work day
to avoid peak travel
§ Use real-time travel
apps to help plan
§ Work a
compressed work
week (more hours
over fewer days)

§ Instead of driving
alone, form a
carpool
§ Take public
transport, where
available
§ Walk or cycle for
all or part of your
journey

§ Shift your route to
a less busy one
§ Use online tools to
find the best route
and avoid road
closures
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place of meetings
that require travel
üLimited potential

û Limited potential

ü Potential

û Limited potential

Figure 58 – Travel demand management

4.3.8.

While there is a potential for positive changes in individuals travel behaviour, it is recognised that
overall Jersey currently has a relatively good modal split, and it is therefore considered that
reductions of over 25% in short distance trips through the study area may be difficult to achieve
without extensive further high-level support from key champions and other island-wide change
initiatives.
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4.4.

OVERALL SCHEME COMPARISON

4.4.1.

Following the options assessment, detailed in the sections above for each option (Option A to
Option G), results for network performance (delays, total travel time and total travel distance) have
been used to assess overall option performance.

4.4.2.

Monetary values in terms of performance have then been calculated for each option using the CostBenefit Analysis approach endorsed by the published UK Department of Transport (DfT) Transport
Analysis Guidance. This approach applies a cost to the changes in travel in terms of travel time and
in terms of total distance travelled.

4.4.3.

Travel time costs are evaluated in terms of mode of travel and in terms of trip purpose. For example,
it is assumed that business users, who are often working to strict schedules, will have a higher value
of time than shoppers who are unlikely to have to arrive at their destination at a set time. For the
purpose of this assessment, which models only the AM and PM peak hours it has been assumed
that the vast majority of users are commuters, with the values of time given in Table 17.
Table 17 – Values of Time
Parameter

AM Peak

PM Peak

Source

Value of Time / £•hr-1

12.04

12.08

WebTAG databook (May 2018), Table A1.3.6

4.4.4.

Distance-based costs are known as vehicles operation costs and are split into two components. The
first component represents the costs of travel linked to the consumption of fuel, and are therefore
calculated from information such as the expected price of petrol, expected changes in fuel efficiency
and the expected split between petrol, diesel and electric cars. The second component represents
the costs of travel not linked to fuel, such as the cost of replacing tires and servicing the vehicle.

4.4.5.

Fuel based operating costs are calculated using the following formula:

Where:

L

=( +

v

=

+

+

Fuel costs, in pence per km

=

Average speed, in km per hour

a,b,c,d =
4.4.6.

)

Parameters defined for each vehicle

Table 18 shows the parameters used in this analysis. In the absence of information regarding the
split of petrol, diesel and electric cars on the island it was deemed that parameters for the average
car were most applicable for this high-level assessment. Values of time used for travel time costs
represent commuters, however, exclude UK VAT which is not applicable to Jersey.
Table 18 –Vehicle operating costs – Fuel costs
a

b

c

d

Source

69.28275

4.60871

-0.02943

0.00031

WebTAG databook (May 2018), Table A1.3.12
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4.4.7.

Non-fuel based costs are determined via the following formula:

Where

4.4.8.

=

=

+

Non-Fuel costs, in pence per km

=

Parameter for distance based costs

=

Parameter for vehicle capital savings

=

Average speed, in km per hour

Table 19 shows the parameters used in this analysis. The capital depreciation costs only apply to
vehicles that are an asset as part of a business. As the travel time costs were for commuters and
not for business purposes, this parameter has been assumed to be zero.
Table 19 – Vehicle operating costs – Non-fuel costs

4.4.9.

Distance based
cost parameter

Vehicle capital
saving parameter

Source

3.842

0.000

WebTAG databook (May 2018), Table A1.3.15

All options were assessed using the above parameters for both the AM and PM peak hours only. By
comparing these costs against the costs in the Do Minimum scenario, it was possible to determine
the (dis)benefits that would result from each option. These benefits were then annualised to
represent all of the AM and PM peak hours in a given year. These costs were then extrapolated over
the standard 60-year appraisal period and then discounted back to give the present value of benefits
(PVB) for each option.

4.4.10. Table 20 shows the results of this assessment.
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Table 20 – Summation of economic costs and benefits – Do Minimum; Option A - G
Scenario

DM

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Option E

Option F

Option G

AM Peak
Total Distance / km

98,370

98,879

98,999

98,445

98,585

98,648

98,242

98,028

Total Travel Time / hr

3,494

3,644

3,707

3,500

3,550

3,552

3,619

3,532

Average Speed / kmhr-1

28.15

27.13

26.71

28.13

27.77

27.78

27.15

27.76

VoT Costs / £

£42,068.42

£43,876.72

£44,626.23

£42,136.92

£42,737.90

£42,758.17

£43,564.42

£42,518.34

VoC (Fuel) / £

£6,379.96

£6,517.01

£6,570.35

£6,387.22

£6,431.70

£6,435.35

£6,473.10

£6,396.81

VoC (Non-Fuel) / £

£3,779.46

£3,799.02

£3,803.63

£3,782.35

£3,787.71

£3,790.13

£3,774.56

£3,766.32

£52,227.84

£54,192.75

£55,000.21

£52,306.50

£52,957.30

£52,983.66

£53,812.07

£52,681.47

-£1,964.91

-£2,772.36

-£78.65

-£729.46

-£755.81

-£1,584.23

-£453.63

96,831

97,414

97,641

96,901

97,555

97,620

97,369

97,375

Total Travel Time / hr

3,117

3,305

3,344

3,112

3,289

3,291

3,287

3,264

Average Speed / kmhr-1

31.06

29.47

29.20

31.13

29.66

29.66

29.62

29.83

VoT Costs / £

£37,661.43

£39,926.83

£40,402.76

£37,599.31

£39,730.23

£39,757.45

£39,714.35

£39,435.40

VoC (Fuel) / £

£6,025.51

£6,195.34

£6,234.82

£6,023.99

£6,187.64

£6,191.82

£6,179.77

£6,161.72

VoC (Non-Fuel) / £

£3,720.33

£3,742.74

£3,751.46

£3,723.01

£3,748.15

£3,750.65

£3,741.01

£3,741.23

Total Costs / £
Benefits vs DM / £
PM Peak
Total Distance / km
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Total Costs / £

£47,407.28

£49,864.91

£50,389.05

£47,346.31

£49,666.02

£49,699.92

£49,635.12

£49,338.35

-£2,457.63

-£2,981.77

£60.97

-£2,258.75

-£2,292.65

-£2,227.85

-£1,931.07

AM + PM Benefit / £

-£4,422.54

-£5,754.13

-£17.69

-£2,988.21

-£3,048.46

-£3,812.08

-£2,384.70

Annualised Benefits / £M

-£2.149 M

-£2.797 M

-£0.009 M

-£1.452 M

-£1.482 M

-£1.853 M

-£1.159 M

-£33.000 M

-£42.936 M

-£0.132 M

-£22.297 M

-£22.747 M

-£28.445 M

-£17.794 M

Benefits vs DM / £
Benefits

60-Year PVB / £M
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4.4.11. As part of the sensitivity test described in Section 4.3, Option G was reassessed with the following
parameters and named Option H:
§ Two separate tests, with 10% and 25% of trips through the study area with travel distances less
than 8km removed from the model.
§ Trips were replaced with bicycle trips to represent a mode transfer away from the private car,
assuming an average length of 5km and an average speed of 20kmh -1. The same values of time
were used as before, but vehicle operating costs were reduced to zero.
4.4.12. Table 21 shows the results of these sensitivity tests.
Table 21 – Sensitivity test results
Scenario

Option G

Option H

Option H
(25%)

(10%)
AM Peak

Cars

Cycles

Cars

Cycles

Total Distance / km

98,028

97,180

1,576

95,894

3,132

Total Travel Time /
hr

3,532

3,466

78.824

3,391

156.62025

Average Speed /
kmhr-1

27.76

28.04

20.00

28.28

20.00

Total Vehicles

20,496

20,289

315

19,978

626

VoT Costs / £

£42,518.34

£41,726.31

£948.98

£40,825.03

£1,885.58

VoC (Fuel) / £

£6,396.81

£6,313.69

£6,207.31

VoC Non-Fuel / £

£3,766.32

£3,733.73

£3,684.35

£52,681.47

£51,773.74

Total Costs / £
Benefits vs DM / £

-£453.63

£948.98

£50,716.69

-£494.87

£1,885.58
-£374.43

PM Peak
Total Distance / km

97,375

96,465

1179.64

95,101

2798.255

Total Travel Time /
hr

3,264

3,194

58.982

3,073

139.91275

Average Speed /
kmhr-1

29.83

30.20

20.00

30.95

20.00

Total Vehicles

19,472

19,256

236

18,932

560

VoT Costs / £

£39,435.40

£38,589.29

£712.55

£37,119.83

£1,690.25

VoC (Fuel) / £

£6,161.72

£6,072.88
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VoC Non-Fuel / £

£3,741.23

£3,706.29

£3,653.86

Total Costs / £

£49,338.35

£48,368.46

Benefits vs DM / £

-£1,931.07

-£1,673.73

-£983.11

AM + PM Benefit / £

-£2,384.70

-£2,168.60

-£1,357.54

Annualised Benefits
/ £M

-£1.159 M

-£1.054 M

-£0.660 M

-£17.794 M

-£16.181 M

-£10.130 M

£712.55

£46,700.14

£1,690.25

Benefits

60-Year PVB / £M
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Figure 59 – Comparison of economic benefits for all proposed options
4.4.13. Figure 59 shows that as the scope of the proposed intervention increases, the bigger the potential
detriment regarding economic benefits. Option A and Option B show that a full closure of Havre des
Pas has the biggest detriment in terms of benefits whereas Option C (one-way closure of Green
Street) has the smallest detriment.
4.4.14. Closing Havre des Pas in one direction only produces similar results: when this is broken down into
individual peaks, it can be shown that a westbound closure has the biggest impact in the AM Peak
whereas an eastbound closure has the biggest impact in the PM Peak.
4.4.15. Removing HGV’s through Havre des Pas mitigates some of the impacts of closing Havre des Pas,
as shown in options F and G. The sensitivity tests also show that if a significant level of modal shift
can be achieved, these disbenefits can be reduced to below £10M over the sixty-year appraisal
period.

CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS
4.4.16. The economic analysis is constrained by several limitations of the strategic Jersey traffic model.
§ The model only has an AM peak hour (0800-0900) and a PM peak hour (1700-1800). Therefore,
only two hours out of a possible 24 are included in the economic analysis, and no allowance has
been made for weekends and holidays or seasonality and impacts from tourism. The impact of
only modelling the peak hours would be to underestimate any disbenefits related to road
closures, as they would have a detrimental impact to a network that may not necessarily be
congested.
§ The model does not disaggregate by trip purpose, such as commuting, business trips and
discretionary trips. Each of these trips have different values of time, and it can be supposed that
each trip purpose would be impacted by each option differently. Given that the values of time
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between trip purposes can vary by factors of three or more this could have a significant bearing
on the outcome of the analysis.
§ For the sensitivity tests, a more thorough active mode and mode shift appraisal could have been
undertaken, using a variable demand model to capture those switching to public transport, those
switching to walking and those choosing to work from home. This could result in more benefits
being unlocked by reducing the demand on the network.
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4.5.

SUMMARY

4.5.1.

Following the option testing and appraisal using the strategic Jersey traffic model, as detailed above,
it is clear that all options (Option A-G) are likely to have a negative impact on levels of congestion,
leading to significant delays and increased journey times through the study area and wider St Helier.
While vehicles seek alternative routes where possible or form more extensive queues on existing
routes where no viable alternative route exists. The predominant movement is to town (westbound)
in the AM peak period and from town (eastbound) in the PM peak period.

4.5.2.

Following the assessment of Options A-G, a sensitivity test on Option G was undertaken to assess
the level of transference away from the private car and to either more sustainable modes of
transport, such as walking, cycling, and bus or to represent those choosing not to travel at peak
times. The sensitivity tests looked at a range of responses by reducing short distance trips (<8 km)
through the study area by 10%, 25% and 100%.

4.5.3.

The sustainable travel sensitivity test made the key observations that during the AM peak, in order
to achieve nil detriment, whereby delay and travel time are no greater than the Do Minimum, a
reduction in trips, those <8 km, through the study area would need to be almost 25%, equating to
over 550 vehicles either not travelling during the peak period or travelling by alternative modes.
While during the PM peak the level of reduction required would be over 25%, equating to over 600
vehicles.

4.5.4.

The modelling assessment indicates that full closure of Havre des Pas (Option A and Option B) is
likely to result in significant congestion and queuing, with the least worst option being Option C,
Option H and Option G in terms of congestion, these include proposals for some or all of these
measures: Havre des Pas one-way westbound, Green St one-way northbound, Havre des Pas area
HGV restriction on through traffic to remove them from travelling through the area.
Table 22 - Option Ranking
Rank

Option

1

Option C – One way only on Green St Northbound

2

Option H – Option G with 25% reduction in short distance through trips

3

Option H – Option G with 10% reduction in short distance through trips

4

Option G – HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option E (one-way on Havre des Pas and
Green St)

5

Option D – One way only on Havre des Pas Westbound

6

Option E – Option C + Option D

7

Option F – HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option A (Full closure)

8

Option A – Full closure of Havre des Pas between Green St and St Clements except for access

9

Option B – Full closure of Havre des Pas between Green St and St Clements except for access and
Green Street between La Route du Fort and Havre des Pas
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5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

5.1.1.

This report presents a baseline of existing transport data for the Havre des Pas study area and
detailed results of traffic modelling undertaken to assess the potential impacts of proposed
improvement options upon both the study area and the wider St Helier area.

5.1.2.

The background data review has indicated that the principal road links through Havre de Pas are the
east-west routes of La Route du Fort and Havre de Pas. While key north-south routes are Green St
and St Clements, and also by Roseville St and Cleveland Rd. All roads in the study area are
currently subject to a 30mph speed limit.

5.1.3.

The data has also shown that the area is served well in regard to public transport, with bus usage
high especially from stops on Green St and Havre des Pas. The bus route 1 is the main service for
the study area; serving Green St and Havre des Pas with approximately four buses per hour. While
La Route du Fort is served by the bus route 1A and also route 2 and route 16.

5.1.4.

The traffic survey data has clearly shown that the main routes through the study area, namely La
Route du Fort and Havre des Pas experience significant congestion and delay and are at capacity
heading to town (westbound) in the AM peak period and from town (eastbound) in the PM peak
period. The data also shows that La Route du Fort is operating close to or at capacity throughout
much of the day and therefore unable to accommodate much additional traffic. While congestion on
Havre des Pas is largely confined to the AM and PM peak periods.

5.1.5.

Following the background data review and assessment the short-listed options for the study area, as
listed below, were tested in the strategic Jersey transport model. The model uses the PTV VISUM
modelling software, version 17, and enables testing and comparisons of each option for a direct
comparison.
§ Do Minimum – Base Model + 20 mph scheme on Green St, Havre des Pas, St Clements and
local roads in the Havre des Pas area
§ Option A – Full closure of Havre des Pas between Green St and St Clements except for access
§ Option B – Full closure of Havre des Pas between Green St and St Clements except for access
and Green Street between La Route du Fort and Havre des Pas
§ Option C – One way only on Green St Northbound
§ Option D – One way only on Havre des Pas Westbound
§ Option E – Option C + Option D
§ Option F – HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option A (Full closure)
§ Option G – HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option E (one-way on Havre des Pas and
Green St)

5.1.6.

The results of the option assessments indicated that all options would have a negative impact on
levels of traffic congestion, leading to significant delays and increased journey times through the
study area, with an increase of over 200%. Proposals to introduce closures or restrictions on the
existing network, which is shown to experience significant peak time congestion and delay, all have
a negative traffic impact due to lack of available highway capacity and limited opportunities for rerouting.

5.1.7.

Table 23 outlines the ranking as a result of the high-level economic assessment of traffic impacts. It
indicates that Option C, one-way only on Green St Northbound, and Option G (and Option H), HGV
ban on Havre des Pas/Green St & one-way on Havre des Pas Westbound & one-way only on Green
HAVRE DES PAS VILLAGE STUDY
Project No.: 70044230 | Our Ref No.: TS-RPT-001
Parish of St Helier
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St Northbound are likely to cause the least adverse impact. While Option A and Option B, both
involving the full closure of Havre des Pas, would see the largest adverse impact in traffic terms with
an estimated £43m dis-benefit.
5.1.8.

Following the assessment of Options A-G, a sensitivity test (Option H) was undertaken to assess the
level of transference away from the private car and to more sustainable modes of transport, such as
walking, cycling, and bus, or to represent those choosing not to travel at peak times. The sensitivity
test looked at a range of responses by reducing short distance trips (<8 km) through the study area
by 10%, 25% and 100%.

5.1.9.

The sustainable travel sensitivity test indicated that a large shift in travel behaviour would be
required, and would require over 25%, equating to over 600 vehicles in the PM peak hour.
Table 23 - Option Ranking
Rank

Option

1

Option C – One way only on Green St Northbound

2

Option H – Option G with 25% reduction in short distance through trips

3

Option H – Option G with 10% reduction in short distance through trips

4

Option G – HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option E (one-way on Havre des Pas and
Green St)

5

Option D – One way only on Havre des Pas Westbound

6

Option E – Option C + Option D

7

Option F – HGV ban on Havre des Pas/Green St + Option A (Full closure)

8

Option A – Full closure of Havre des Pas between Green St and St Clements except for access

9

Option B – Full closure of Havre des Pas between Green St and St Clements except for access and
Green Street between La Route du Fort and Havre des Pas

5.1.10. In conclusion, all options are likely to have a negative impact on traffic congestion and delay, and
therefore have a disbenefit in transport economic terms. The high-level transport economic
assessment has assessed the economic impacts in terms of changes to vehicle distance travelled
and travel time only for the AM and PM peak hour.
5.1.11. It should be noted that this assessment has made a number of assumptions which have been
detailed in each relevant section. The key assumptions are that the strategic Jersey transport model
has been used in this assessment and considered a robust tool for high-level assessment. The
traffic model includes an AM and PM peak hour model only and as such analysis and economics
only take account of the impact during these periods. This assumes that these periods experience
the highest levels of congestion. It is therefore suggested that in terms of economic (dis)benefits this
could underestimate the level of impact which could be greater.
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5.1.12. It should also be noted that no account has been taken for safety, wider economic, and socialeconomic impacts which could introduce some positive benefits to the scheme. It is suggested that
this type of assessment could be undertaken as a future piece of work if required.
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Appendix 4

Community Engagement
Summary

JANUARY 2020

HAVRE
DES PAS
VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT
SCHEME
Community Engagement
February/March 2019

Agenda
• Recap on the Study Objectives
• Community Engagement Consultation
Arrangements
• Community Engagement Feedback
• Steering Group Feedback
• Discussion
• Agree Next Actions

Study Recap
In the Spring of last year, the Parish appointed WSP to work with the Steering Group
to undertake a study to identify opportunities and review options for how the Havre des
Pas area might be improved for residents and visitors.
The following objectives were defined by the Steering Group
Objective 1
“To examine ways to reduce significantly the volume of traffic passing through the
area, particularly on Havre des Pas and Green Street.”
Objective 2
“To explore options that would help redefine Havre des Pas as a residential ‘village
area’ whilst also making it a more attractive destination for people to visit.”
Throughout 2018 the data was gathered and surveyed the area to inform a series of
proposals that would meet those objectives. Proposals included making Havre des Pas
and Green Street one-way to reduce traffic and allow improvements to be made to the
public realm, together a series of possible development opportunities to attract more
visitors and help restore the vitality and vibrancy of the area.
Together these proposals form a Masterplan for Havre des Pas, to help improve the
area in the years to come.

Community Engagement
Consultation Period
• Consultation Opened February 21st 2019
• Consultation Closed March 27th 2019
Consultation Advertising
• Press Notice
• Parish Website
• Letter to 1000 residents and businesses in Havre des
Pas area
• Posters at exhibition venues
• TV coverage at launch

Community Engagement Presentation

Community Engagement Presentation

Community Engagement Exhibitions
Ommaroo Hotel, Havre des Pas
•

Thursday 21st February 2019 (12pm to 2pm and 3:30pm to
8pm)

•

Friday 22nd Feb to Wednesday 27th Feb 2019 (unmanned)

Town Hall
•

Thursday 28th February 2019 (12pm to 2pm and 3:30pm to
5pm)

•

Friday 1st March to Friday 27th March 2019 (unmanned)

Parish Website
• Friday 1st March to Wednesday 27th March 2019

Community Engagement Exhibitions

Exhibitions Attendance
Exhibition Attendance recorded in Sign-in Book
Ommaroo Hotel, Havre des Pas
• 85 people Thursday 21st February 2019
• 53 people Friday 22nd Feb to Wednesday 27th Feb 2019
Town Hall
• 20 people Thursday 28th February 2019
• 32 people Thursday 27th Feb to Friday March 27th 2019
Total Exhibition Attendance
• 190 people

Feedback Questionnaire
Questionnaire
•

Available at the
exhibitions and on-line

•

Three questions to
gather principal
information

•

Section for consultee
views

•

263 competed forms
returned in total: 199
paper forms; 64 online
responses

Questionnaire Responses
Consultation Responses by Parish

Question 1: Do you live in:

3%

The Havre des Pas Area

144

24%

The wider area of St Helier

49

Another Parish

62

No response

8

55%
19%

Havre des Pas

St Helier

Other

No info

Questionnaire Responses
Question 2: What do you think are the most
important issues that need to be addressed in
the Havre des Pas area to make it a better
place to live, work and visit?

1. Quality of outdoor space/public realm

Places to visit/things to do

2. Road Safety

Road Safety

3. Traffic volume and congestion

Traffic Speeds

4. Facilities for pedestrians

Facilities for pedestrians
Bus services
Facilities for cyclists

5. Traffic Speeds
6. Places to visit/things to do
7. Availability of parking for residents

Availability of parking for residents

8. Bus services

Availability of parking for visitors

9. Facilities for cyclists

Quality of outdoor space/public realm
Traffic volume and congestion

10. Availability of parking for visitors
(190 of 263 Respondents )

Rank

Havre Des Pas Area

Wider St Helier Area

Another Parish

1

Road safety

Quality of public realm

Quality of public realm

2

Quality of public realm

Road safety

Traffic speeds

3

Traffic volume and congestion

Traffic volume and congestion

Road safety

4

Traffic speeds

Facilities for pedestrians

Facilities for pedestrians

5

Availability of parking - residents

Traffic speeds

Traffic volume and congestion

6

Facilities for pedestrians

Places to visit / things to do

Bus services

7

Places to visit / things to do

Availability of parking - residents

Facilities for cyclists

8

Bus services

Bus services

Places to visit / things to do

9

Availability of parking - visitors

Facilities for cyclists

Availability of parking - visitors

10

Facilities for cyclists

Availability of parking - visitors

Availability of parking - residents

Questionnaire Responses
Question 3: Do you think the
Masterplan Proposals presented
would address these issues?
Yes
No

All Responses
13%

120

46%

109

42%

No response

34

Yes

No

No response

Question 3: Do you think
the Masterplan proposals
presented would address
these issues?

Havre des Pas Area

Wider St Helier Area

9%

12%

22%

30%
61%
65%

Yes

No

No response

Another Parish

Yes

No

No response

No Location Given
0%

13%

25%

35%

75%

52%

Yes

No

No response

Yes

No

No response

Questionnaire Responses
Question 4: What are your views
on the Masterplan proposals?

All Responses

(Comments expressed)
Supportive

75

29%
46%

Opposed

55

Neither

13

No opinion

120

21%
5%
Support

Opposed

Neither

No Opinion

Question 4: What
are your views on
the Masterplan
proposals?

Havre des Pas Area

Wider St Helier Area
12%

38%

44%

(Comments
expressed)

29%

53%
6% 13%
Support

Opposed

Neither

6%

No Opinion

Support

Opposed

Neither

No Opinion

No Location Given

Another Parish

0%
24%
42%
50%

50%

31%
3%
Support

Opposed

0%
Neither

No Opinion

Support

Opposed

Neither

No Opinion

Question 4: Comments
received on one-way
traffic proposals
One Way Proposals Comments
30

Questionnaire Responses
Positive Comments (30)
One-way system will have a positive effect (15)
One-way system will reduce traffic and lead to traffic
calming (15)

Negative Comments (126)
One-way system will have a negative effect (72)

126

One-way system will cause unnecessary congestion
and pollution (51)
Positive

Negative

One-way system will create more traffic emissions (3)

Questionnaire Responses
Comments on One-Way Proposals by Location
32

24

19
16

15

12

11

10

5
3
0

1

One way traffic positive effect

2
0

2

1

Reduce traffic levels /
Traffic calming

Havre des Pas

2
0

One way system negative effect

St Helier

Will cause
unnecessary
congestion / pollution

Other

No info

1

0

Will create more
emissions

Questionnaire Responses
Positive Comments Received on Masterplan
27

7

3

3

4

3
1

Well thought
out /Good /
Excellent Great
masterplan

7
4

1

4

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

It will encourage
Good idea to improve Havre des Pas has It will regenerate the Great chance to
been neglected for
area
regenerate the whole more tourists to visit
historic area
area
too long- needs
improving

Havre des Pas

St Helier

Other

Questionnaire Responses
Negative Comments Received on Masterplan
13

8

8

4
3

3

3

2

2
1

1

1
0

Waste of money Leave Havre des
(and time)
Pas as it is

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1
0

0

0

0

0

Seeing is
Use the money Save the money
Not enough
to fix the Parish and redevelop believing/not a
visitors to
chance of it
Fort Regent
Roads
warrant such a
going ahead/pie
big scheme
in the sky

Havre des Pas

St Helier

Other

0

0

0

Long time to
achieve and
expensive

No info

0

0

0

This was never/
no longer a
village

Questionnaire Responses

Car Parking Comments
25

21

19

4
1

Not enough parkingNot enough parking Multi Storey Car
for residents
for visitors
Park needed

Hopper Bus

Multi Storey Car
Park not a good
idea (and kept
secret)

1

Allow parking on Car parking should
one side of road
be reduced not
increased

Water Bus

5
16
14

Hopper bus good idea
Hopper bus not a good idea

28

Water taxi good idea
Water taxi not a good idea

Individual comments received (1)

Questionnaire Responses

Speed limit reduced / 20 mph needs to be adhered to

St Helier Centre Car Free area - more cyclist /pedestrian areas

Speeding Cleveland Road needs to be addressed

Consider a Bypass

Café and shops ( selling local produce) / weekly market / more tourist attractions

Laser and music shows

Zebra crossings needed
Dog fouling - Anti social behaviour CCTV / Signs needed
Pedestrianising the area/more green space required
Reduce car use and increase bus use
Seawall no longer adequate needs to be extended
Marett Court needs to be gated otherwise used as rat run
Would prefer traffic being diverted

Children's play area

Worried about traffic - St Luke's School

Individual comments received (2)

Questionnaire Responses

More green space required close to the Boardwalk
Refurbishing the lido is good idea
Boardwalk good idea prevent excess storm water
Refrain from graffiti murals
Unloading bays needed for dropping off and picking up
Worried about funding
Improve cycle and pedestrian & disabled access
Stop the Havre des Pas Festival
Continuation of cycle route through the area
Would like to see a budget/ expenditure/ cost analysis
Shared pedestrian route / Cycle against the flowing of traffic

Cycle lane to be segregated for pedestrian area to avoid conflict

How will buses routes/ timetables change if one way

Summary of Feedback
• Majority of consultation respondents came from Havre Des Pas Area
• Most people ranked quality of place/public realm, road safety and traffic as
the highest priority issues to be addressed
• Bus Services, facilities for cyclists and visitor parking lowest priority
• There was generally an even split of people who felt the masterplan did/did
not address theses priority issues, although most people from the Havre des
Pas area did feel the masterplan addressed them.

Summary of Feedback
• A majority of people didn’t offer any comment on the masterplan. Of those
that did however, a small majority were supportive.
• Respondents from the Havre des Pas area however expressed stronger
support for the Masterplan however.
• Comments received on the One-way traffic proposals were substantially
negative: 156 of 263 respondents commented of which 126 (81%) were
generally negative towards the proposals
• A wide variety of comments were received on a whole range of issues

Steering Group
Feedback and
Discussion
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
This report results from a road safety assessment of pedestrian crossing options in Havre Des Pas, as part
of the wider Village Study. It concentrates on assessing 4 locations identified by the Project Board where
crossings could be provided. These are:
•

30m west of Marett Road

•

45m east of Marett Road, east of the westbound bus stop bay

•

35m east of Cleveland Road, outside the Ommaroo Hotel and

•

20m west of the A4 St Clement’s Road/Havre Des Pas mini-roundabout

This report sets out all of the criteria considered and how it applies to each location.
The study concludes that crossings are feasible at or close to the four sites considered, but may involve
relocation of some bus stops and other ancillary works.
Two package options have been identified:
Option 1 – Zebra Crossings
Provide zebra crossings at all of the proposed sites, subject to some minor adjustments to the locations
identified.
However, to provide a consistent environment throughout Havre des Pas, the existing green man crossing
west of Roseville Street should be removed and replaced with a zebra crossing. This would represent a
reduced level of service for visually impaired pedestrians who may rely on the facilities at the green man
crossing.
The green man crossing at Green Street could remain, as it is approximately 200m from the nearest
proposed crossing and the two would not be visible from each other.
Significant speed reduction is not likely to be achieved by signing alone and raised tables would be the
most likely way to achieve this. Belisha beacons will be required if raised tables are not provided and the
speeds remain close to their current level.

www.wsp.com
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Havre Des Pas Pedestrian Crossings Safety Assessment
Option 2 – Green Man Crossings and Courtesy Crossings
Under this option a green man crossing is provided at either the St Clements Road or the Ommaroo
location, and the existing green man crossing is retained / upgraded. The remaining crossing sites would
be raised table courtesy crossings. Under the current signalling standards, tactile indicators would be
provided for the visually impaired and it would not be necessary to provide audible signals.
Complementary Traffic Calming Measures
Under both options, additional raised tables or road humps could be provided close to Havre des pas
Gardens, and one near Green Street – either to the east of Green Street, or on the existing crossing.
Benefits
Both options would provide benefits to pedestrians accessing the beach between St Clements Road and
Fort D’Auvernge, with the potential to extend traffic calming features up to Green Street.
In providing raised tables, traffic speeds are more likely to be reduced, and this may also have the
beneficial impact of reducing traffic volumes, as drivers find this route less convenient, and recognise the
changed environment. This is subject to a viable alternative being available without additional congestion
however.
Controlling traffic speed at quieter times is likely to reduce the number of personal injury collisions, in
particular those involving cyclists and motorcyclists. Cyclists are more likely to be confident in taking up a
dominant position within the road, further controlling traffic speed.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
WSP have been commissioned by the Parish of St Helier (PoSH) to review from a road safety perspective
the proposals to provide additional pedestrian crossings along the A4 Havre Des Pas in the south of St
Helier, Jersey. This assessment forms part of the wider Havre Des Pas Village Study, in which the Project
Board has identified potential sites for additional pedestrian crossings.
The A4 Havre Des Pas extends for approximately 550m between a mini roundabout junction with the A4 St
Clement’s Road in the east and a priority junction with Green Street and the A4 Mount Bingham to the
west.

Figure 1: Study area

Purpose of this Assessment
The purpose of this Road Safety Assessment is to review the locations for pedestrian crossings already
identified by the Project Board within the current two-way traffic arrangement, and any safety issues which
will need to be mitigated. This assessment will also consider any additional issues that would need to be
addressed within a one-way arrangement with crossings at the proposed locations.
This study will review the locations for the crossings, and the type of crossings that could be provided,
taking account of the current speed of traffic, or reduced traffic speeds which could be realised within a selfenforcing 20mph speed limit.
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PROPOSED 20MPH ZONE
As part of the Havre des Pas Village Study a 20pmh zone is being introduced. The extent of the zone is
shown in the figure below, with 20mph streets shown in red:

Figure 2: extent of proposed 20mph speed limit zone

The zone will initially be implemented using boundary signs only to inform drivers of the speed limit. This is
likely to have only a minor impact of reducing speeds and as drivers get further away from the point they
entered the zone, they are more likely to revert to speeds close to the existing. Repeater signs within the
zone are expected to be provided after initial speed observations are made. With repeaters, the average
speed is likely to reduce by around 2 miles per hour, and the 85th%ile speed in Havre Des Pas could be
expected to reduce to 25-27mph at the weekends, when daytime speeds are highest.

EXISTING SITUATION
Traffic volume
Automatic traffic volume and speed surveys were undertaken between Thursday 2 nd and Wednesday 8th
August 2018 near Havre Des Pas Gardens.
The total traffic flow recorded in a 7 day period exceeded 58,000 vehicles.
The Average weekday traffic flow was 8985 vehicles per 24 hour period.
The average weekday two way traffic flow exceeded 500 vehicles per hour for the entire day between
7:00am and 7:00pm, and exceeded 750 vehicles between 3:45pm and 6:00pm.
At the weekend, Saturday flows exceeded 500 vehicles per hour between 8:15am and 4pm, and on
Sunday the flow exceeded 500 vehicles per hour between 9:45am and 1:30pm.
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The average hourly two-way traffic flow between 7:00am and 7:00pm was 652 vehicles per hour on the
weekdays; 529 on the Saturday, and 397 on the Sunday.

Traffic speed
The Surveys recorded 85th%ile speeds – the speed below which 85% of the traffic is travelling at.
Conversely, 15% of all traffic is exceeding this speed. It should be noted, however, that the speeds
recorded may not be reflective of speeds along the entirety of the A4 Havre Des Pas, and it is possible that
average speeds are higher between St Clements Road and Roseville Street, where the road is more open
in nature.
Throughout the entire 7day period, 1948 vehicles exceeded the 30mph speed limit, of which 50 exceeded
40mph. This represents 3.3% of all traffic exceeding the speed limit, and 0.1% exceeding 40mph.
The average 85th%ile speeds were below 30mph on all days between 7:30am and 11:30pm. Outside of
this period the average 85th%ile speeds were 30-32mph, peaking at 37mph in the early hours of the
morning when traffic volumes were extremely low.
On weekdays the 85th%ile speeds were generally between 25 and 27mph during the daytime, dropping to
around 23mph in the evening peak and rising to 28mph throughout the evening.
On weekends 85th%ile speeds were slightly higher, averaging 27 to 29mph, with a slight reduction to
25mph on Saturday and Sunday mornings.
On average, 62% of weekday traffic exceeded the proposed 20mph speed limit, rising to 71% on the
weekend.

Personal Injury Collision Records
In the five-year period ending December 2017 (the latest data available), there were 14 traffic collisions in
which people were injured within Havre des Pas. Two of these involved pedestrians crossing the road.
7 involved motorcycles and 3 involved cyclists – only one collision did not involve a vulnerable road user.
Although the pedestrian involvement is not higher than the average, the high number of cyclists and
motorcyclists is symptomatic of a network that is constrained, with speeds and traffic volumes that may be
inappropriate for the environment.

Existing Crossing and Pedestrian Provision
There is currently one green man crossing along Havre Des Pas, which is situated west of Roseville Street,
roughly central along the length of Havre Des Pas. This crossing provides access to Havre Des Pas
bathing pool and café via a pier and currently forms the only formal crossing over Havre Des Pas. This also
forms part of a continuous accessible link between the beach and the centre of town via Roseville Street,
with green man crossings also provided at La Route du Fort and La Colomberie, at the northern extent of
the 20mph zone.
Another green man crossing is situated in Mount Bingham, just west of Green Street, at the western end of
Havre Des Pas.
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All of these crossings currently have audible warnings to help visually impaired pedestrians, and the Mount
Bingham and Havre des pas crossings are both programmed for refurbishment by 2021. The refurbishment
will include upgrading to the current standards that will include tactile cones.
There is footway along the both sides of Havre Des Pas, which varies in width along its length from 1.2m in
places to over 2.0m wide elsewhere. Generally, the northern footway is narrower with width restricted by
walls demarcating property boundaries but also by street furniture.

Bus Stops
There are four bus stops along Havre Des Pas within the study area, two westbound and two eastbound
stops. Two on-carriageway stops are located a short distance from the St Clement’s Road mini-roundabout,
whilst the other two stops are situated between Marett Road and Roseville Street. The westbound stop in
this location is in a layby, and the eastbound stop is an on-carriageway stop. The Town- bound stop at
Marett Road is the busiest of the four, with 910 passengers boarding per month on average (2016 data).

Site Visit
A site visit to Havre Des Pas was undertaken on 30 January 2019 by those completing this study to
observe conditions at current crossings and review potential locations for new crossings. All photos and
observations included in this Technical Note originated from this site visit. During the site visit, there was
inclement weather throughout. As a result, there were low flows of pedestrians and cyclists observed.
Traffic flow was moderate.

CONSIDERATION OF CROSSING TYPES AND LOCATIONS
How Proposed Crossings have been Assessed
During the site visit and subsequent desktop study, the safety of proposed crossing locations has been
assessed through consideration of the following aspects:

Visibility / vehicle speeds
Clear visibility between pedestrians waiting at the kerb and drivers approaching the crossing is vital in
determining which type of crossing may be appropriate. This applies to pedestrians crossing in both
directions. Drivers must have time to evaluate that a crossing is present, whether or not pedestrians are
attempting to cross, and what is expected of them in relation to the crossing type.
Visibility has been measured in terms of the Sight Stopping Distance (SSD) for drivers, which is calculated
using 85th percentile speeds (in this case, using the values in Table 1 of Access Standards for Small
Housing Developments – States of Jersey (2016). For instance, at 30mph, the SSD will be 43m. Therefore,
drivers will need at least 43m of unobstructed visibility of a crossing. At 20mph, this is reduced to 25m.
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Footway Widths
The width of footways adjacent to a proposed crossing location is important in assessing whether all users
will be able to safely use a crossing.
For instance, a mobility impaired pedestrian in a wheelchair or a pedestrian with a pushchair may not be
able to safely manoeuvre onto the road at a dropped kerb where the footway is too narrow – this can be
mitigated with wider dropped kerbs however. Narrow footways may also mean that wheelchair and
pushchair users have to wait with their back to approaching traffic, which will make it more difficult to judge
gaps in traffic. Ideally, 1.8-2m is required for a wheelchair to be turned to a position perpendicular to the
crossing. This can be mitigated by making a dropped kerb wider, or by creating a raised table.

Existing Street Furniture
Existing street furniture within the vicinity of a proposed crossing can impinge upon footway width, leading
to safety issues detailed above. Existing street furniture can also restrict available space for new street
furniture required for crossings, e.g. a Belisha beacon, or whether tactile paving can be laid. The inability to
install required street furniture or tactile paving could lead to safety concerns if a crossing cannot be used
safely.

Drainage
Drainage gulleys can be slippery or uneven and crossings should generally not be located if gulleys will be
within the crossing path.
Where raised tables are proposed, the rainwater catchment area will need to be taken into account to make
sure that the raised table does not prevent water from draining into a gulley, and any drainage alterations
required could add substantially to the cost of providing a raised table crossing.
Where dropped kerbs are provided for a crossing, care must be taken to make sure that ponding issues are
not created, where puddles will form at the crossing.

Bus Stops
The relationship between bus stops and crossing must be considered: most bus journeys are likely to be
made with a return journey in the opposite direction – a person who gets a bus without having to cross the
road to the bus stop will have to cross on their return journey. Crossings conveniently located for bus stops
in both direction are more likely to be used. Bus stops that are not located close to a crossing could result
in pedestrians crossing in less safe locations.
The visibility criteria above should also be applied to up-stream bus stops, where a driver may overtake a
stationary bus and not be able to see a pedestrian on the crossing. Ideally, bus stops should be located
downstream of crossings.
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Distance to Side Roads, Accesses or Pedestrian Entrances
Locating a crossing close to a side road (where vehicles may turn out) or private access could result in
drivers failing to stop at the crossing – drivers looking for gaps in the traffic may not focus on whether a
signal is green or red, or whether people are using the crossing.

Suitability of Crossing Types
A hierarchy of crossing types is normally considered when assessing suitability at a particular site. These
are listed below in order of the lowest level of pedestrian service to the highest:

Courtesy crossing:
Formed with a dropped kerb, and often with coloured surfacing. This relies on drivers and pedestrians
being able to see eachother for long enough to make eye contact and for drivers to decide whether to stop.
Speed and visibility are linked, and a courtesy crossing is most effective where speeds are low – it can be
made more effective by installing a raised table to reduce vehicle speeds.

Refuge Island:
A Refuge island can be used on its own, or in conjunction with any other crossing type. It should be at least
1.3m wide, or ideally 1.8m wide to provide enough room for a person with a pushchair or using a
wheelchair to wait safely. Visibility can be measured from the island rather than the kerb, and this may
allow crossings to be placed where they would not otherwise be safe. A refuge island relies on pedestrians
waiting for gaps in the traffic, although some drivers will stop for pedestrians. However, Havre des Pas is
not wide enough to accommodate refuge islands and these have not been considered as part of this study.

“Jersey” Zebra Crossing:
When approving the installation of a zebra crossing, the Minister has the discretion authorise the omission
of Belisha Beacons from the standard crossing layout, and this is known as a “Jersey” Zebra Crossing.
These should only be used where drivers have sufficient visibility to fully appreciate the crossing ahead, as
the road markings may become worn and the crossing will not be visible from the same distance as a
belisha beacon would. These would not be used in unlit areas, or where the measured speeds are in
excess of 20mph. Jersey crossings could be used in conjunction with a raised table to reduce speeds, and
with flashing amber road studs set into the ramp of a raised table.
The protocol for a zebra crossing is that pedestrians should wait for drivers to stop before stepping into the
road. Drivers are expected to observe the situation and make a decision to stop. As Havre des Pas runs
east – west, there may be times when bright, low sun in combination with a wet road, could make it difficult
to see a “Jersey” zebra crossing, and in this location it should only be considered if speeds are reduced.
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Zebra Crossing
A zebra crossing incorporates road markings and Belisha Beacons, and could also be used with a raised
table / flashing amber studs to keep speeds down. A zebra crossing should be used when the speeds
cannot be controlled to the point where a “Jersey Zebra” can be used.

Green Man Crossing
Traffic signal controlled “Green Man” crossings use a red traffic signal to tell drivers to stop. Pedestrians
use a push button to change the traffic signals to red, and to call a green man. These can be used when it
is not possible to provide the right environment for any of the crossing types listed above, such as where
visibility may be restricted and only one side of the road can be seen.
In addition, they can be fitted with tactile cones as part of the push button unit, that provided information to
visually impaired pedestrians who may not be able to use any of the other crossing types independently.

Crossing types used in combination
Different controlled crossing types are generally not used in combination. Generally, where several
controlled crossings (“Jersey” zebras, zebras or green man crossings) are visible from each other, best
practice is to provide the same type of crossing at all sites.
For instance, flashing amber Belisha Beacons may be misunderstood by drivers approaching a zebra
crossing if they have just passed a green man crossing which has flashing amber signals. Although there
are examples where zebra crossings are used in close proximity to signalled crossings in St Helier, current
advice is to avoid this.
Signalled, green man crossings give a positive indication to drivers to either stop (with a red signal) or to
continue (with a green signal). Zebra Crossings rely on drivers having to make a decision whether or not
they need to stop, and mixing the two types relies on drivers switching between 2 decision modes, which
some are not able to do. If pedestrians expect drivers to stop at a zebra crossing, they may step out in front
of vehicles that have failed to stop.
Courtesy Crossing may be used in combination with controlled crossings however, as there is a reduced
expectation that drivers will stop, and those that do are more likely to indicate to pedestrians that they are
stopping.
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED CROSSING SITES
Proposed Crossing Locations
Four new proposed crossings along Havre Des Pas have been evaluated as part of this assessment. Their
approximate locations are as follows:
30m west of Marett Road;
45m east of Marett Road, east of the westbound bus stop bay;
35m east of Cleveland Road, outside the Ommaroo Hotel; and
20m west of the A4 St Clement’s Road/Havre Des Pas mini-roundabout.
These are shown in Figure 4 below:

Existing Crossing
Proposed Crossing

Figure 3: Proposed Crossing Sites

Part of the wider Village Study has considered making Havre des Pas one way eastbound. Each crossing
location has also been considered within that scenario and comment is made on the suitability of each
location. These are set out on the following pages.
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30m West of Marett Road
Along the A4 Havre Des Pas from west to east, the first proposed location for a new crossing is 180m into
Havre Des Pas from the junction with Green Street and Mount Bingham. The indicative crossing location is
approximately 30m west of Marett Road, a narrow side road which is one-way northbound. This is shown
below in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Proposed Crossing Location 30m West of Marett Road

This is in line with the access to the hire car forecourt, which has dropped kerbs to facilitate vehicle entry
and egress from the car park.
The assessment of the proposed crossing is summarised in Table 1.

Table 1: Assessment of Proposed Crossing 30m West of Marett Road

Assessment
Measure

Findings

Visibility

Visibility to the east is adequate from both footways.
Visibility from the northern footway to traffic approaching from the
west barely achieves the visibility required for 30mph. The speed
surveys undertaken in this area recorded 85th%ile speeds of around
28mph during the working day, and the introduction of the 20mph
speed limit may reduce this slightly, and could be reduced further by
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Assessment
Measure

Findings

the introduction of traffic calming measures such as raised tables at
the crossings.
Therefore the visibility is considered to be adequate.
Footway Widths

The northern footway width is narrow (1.3m at its narrowest), while
the southern footway is wider at approximately 1.8m. If a raised table
is provided, this will mitigate for the narrow footway up to a point.

Existing Street
Furniture

No existing street furniture in the proposed crossing location will
impact upon the footway widths

Drainage

There is evidence of some ponding along the northern kerbline, east
of the car hire access. This could be mitigated if a raised table is
provided. If a raised table is constructed the existing gullies may need
to be relocated.

Bus Stops

The two nearby bus stops do not create visibility issues at the
proposed crossing site. The distance between the proposed crossing
site and the bus stops will mean that bus passengers arriving on foot
from the east will not find this a convenient crossing, however in
combination with the other crossings, this should not be an issue.

Distance to Side
Roads etc.

The proposed location is directly where the access to the car hire car
park is, creating a risk of conflicts between cars turning into and out
of this access and pedestrians crossing here.
Cars driving over the tactile paving could cause damage, leading to
potential pedestrian trips and falls in the future. This could be
mitigated by moving the crossing 10m east of the proposed location.

Distance to
Other Crossings

The proposed crossing location, as adjusted above to mitigate the
location of the car hire forecourt, is 60m west of the proposed
crossing east of Marett Road. At 25mph, this is a 6 second journey
for drivers, who may become frustrated if they have to stop at both
crossings. If green man crossings are used, linking to ensure drivers
do not have to stop at both crossings could be used.

One Way
working

There are no additional issues associated with one way working in
Havre Des Pas at this site. The narrow footway could be built out to
improve accessibility to any crossing at this site.
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45m East of Marett Road
The indicative crossing location is approximately 45m east of Marett Road and is depicted in Figure 5
below.

Figure 5: Proposed Crossing Location 45m East of Marett Road

As Figure 5 shows, the proposed crossing location is very close to the on-carriageway eastbound bus stop,
and at the beginning of the westbound bus stop bay.
The assessment of the proposed crossing is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2: Assessment of Proposed Crossing 45m East of Marett Road

Assessment
Measure

Findings

Visibility

Visibility to the east is adequate from both footways.
Visibility from the northern footway to traffic approaching from the west barely
achieves the visibility required for 30mph. The speed surveys undertaken in
this area recorded 85th%ile speeds of around 28mph during the working day,
and the introduction of the 20mph speed limit may reduce this slightly, and
could be reduced further by the introduction of traffic calming measures such
as raised tables at the crossings.
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Assessment
Measure

Findings

Therefore the visibility is considered to be adequate.
Footway
Widths

The northern footway width is approximately 1.9m whilst the southern footway
is 1.8m. These widths are relatively high compared to the majority of Havre
Des Pas.

Existing
Street
Furniture

There is no existing street furniture which is likely to reduce footway width
and impact upon safety at the crossing.

Drainage

There is a gully on the southern kerb line at this location and any crossing
would need to be located so that this is outside of the crossing area. No
ponding issues were observed during the site visit. If a raised table is
provided, additional gullies may be required.

Bus Stops

The eastbound bus stop would need to be relocated downstream of the
crossing, far enough to ensure that visibility is not blocked between
pedestrians on the northern footway and traffic approaching from the east.
This would place the bus stop outside the Havelock Guest House.
The crossing would be between the two bus stops and therefore would be
convenient for most bus users. These are the busiest two stops in Havre Des
Pas.

Distance to
Other
Crossings

The proposed location for the crossing is 60m east of the revised location of
the crossing west of Marett Road, and approximately 70m west of the existing
Green Man crossing west of Roseville Street.
At 25mph, this is a 6-7 second journey for drivers, who may become
frustrated if they have to stop at both crossings. If green man crossings are
used, linking to ensure drivers do not have to stop at both crossings could be
used.

Distance to
Side Roads
etc.

The location for a crossing would need to avoid the existing gulley. If a raised
table is provided, the direction of water flow would need to be taken into
account in deciding whether the crossing should be east or west of the gulley.
This could place the crossing directly outside the entrance to No. 6, and
directly in line with the stepped access to the beach. This may make installing
tactile paving (and any other crossing infrastructure) problematic in this
location.

One Way
working

There are no additional issues associated with one way working in Havre Des
Pas at this site.
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35m East of Cleveland Road
The third new crossing proposed for the A4 Havre Des Pas is situated approximately 35m east of
Cleveland Road. The indicative location for the crossing is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Proposed Crossing Location 35m East of Cleveland Road

As Figure 6 shows, the proposed crossing is directly outside the stepped entrance to the Ommaroo Hotel.
There are existing dropped kerbs located here, but these are very narrow (only approximately 900m) wide
so would not be suitable for use with any new crossing provision in this location. The southern footway in
this location is narrow, and the narrow dropped kerb may make it difficult for a wheelchair user or
pedestrian with a pushchair to cross the road in this location due to a lack of space to manoeuvre onto and
off of the southern footway.
The assessment of the proposed crossing is summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3: Assessment of Proposed Crossing 35m East of Cleveland Road

Assessment
Measure

Findings

Visibility

Visibility in both directions of the proposed crossing location is
adequate for the current speeds and therefore will be adequate for
reduced speeds.

Footway Widths

Both footways are narrow, with the northern footway 1.5m wide and
the southern footway narrower at 1.3m. This can be mitigated to some
extent by providing wider dropped kerbs or a raised table.

Existing Street
Furniture

A short distance to the east from the proposed location of the crossing
a lamp column restricts the width of the northern footway further. This
allows wheelchairs to pass but any turning areas should avoid the
lamp column.

Drainage

There are no gullys in the vicinity of the proposed crossing. If a raised
table is installed gullys may be required.

Bus Stops

There are no bus stops affecting placement of this crossing.

Distance to Side
Roads etc.

The proposed location is 35m east of Cleveland Road, which is far
enough for drivers to react to all types of crossing.
The crossing is very close to the gated access for the car park situated
opposite the Ommaroo Hotel. If a green man crossing is selected, the
crossing should be located with a minimum of 15m between the car
park access and the stop line to allow drivers time to focus on the
crossing as they pull away. The Crossing should not be located directly
in front of the Ommaroo steps as this could encourage people to walk
directly out into the road.

Distance to Other
Crossings

The proposed location for the crossing, adjusted as described above is
approximately 120m from the existing Green Man crossing west of
Roseville Street and from the proposed crossing west of the miniroundabout.

One-Way
Working

There are no additional issues associated with one way working in
Havre Des Pas at this site. A one-way arrangement could address the
issue of narrow footways at this proposed crossing location as both
footways could be widened.
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20m West of Mini-Roundabout at St Clement’s Road
The final new crossing proposed for the A4 Havre Des Pas is situated approximately 20m west of the miniroundabout junction with the A4 St Clement’s Road. The indicative location for this crossing is shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7: Proposed Crossing Location 20m West of Mini-Roundabout

The speed limit on the A4 St Clement’s Road is 30mph, so drivers turning into the A4 Havre Des Pas will
be going from a 30mph speed limit to a 20mph speed limit.
The assessment of the proposed location for the crossing is summarised in Table 4.
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Table 4: Assessment of Proposed Crossing 20m West of Mini-Roundabout

Assessment
Measure

Findings

Visibility

Forward visibility of a crossing for drivers turning left into the A4 Havre
Des Pas is only approximately 18m, with visibility restricted by the
building on the corner of Havre Des Pas and St Clement’s Road.
Forward visibility of at least 25m would be required if the 85 th percentile
speed was 20mph. If an uncontrolled crossing is installed, drivers may
not see pedestrians crossing from south to north and may be unable to
stop safely in time. Vehicles turning left into Havre Des Pas leaving the
30mph area may still be travelling in excess of 20mph and additional
visibility may be required.
Visibility for drivers turning right may also be limited due to the wall and
vegetation around the bend. Drivers may not see pedestrians waiting
to cross from north to south and may be unable to stop safely as a
result.
The visibility could be mitigated by:
• providing a raised table at the roundabout to reduce vehicles
speeds on the entry to Havre des Pas
• A green man crossing may be located closer to the junction as
drivers will only have to see the traffic signals, and not necessarily
the pedestrians waiting to cross, however this may Cause
queueing back across the roundabout.
• Locating the crossing further away from the junction.

Footway Widths

There footways are narrow on both sides of the road at 1.5m.

Existing Street
Furniture

As above, the lamp column and the existing ‘give way’ sign create a
pinch point on the northern footway, restricting it to 1.2m. Any crossing
should be positioned so that this lamp column is not within an area
where wheelchairs may need to turn.

Drainage

There are no gullys in the area of the proposed crossing site.
A raised table crossing may require gullys to be constructed.

Bus Stops

The eastbound bus stop is not located where visibility is considered to
be an issue. The westbound bus stop may need to be moved further
west if the crossing needs to be located further west, in order to
provide adequate visibility for 30mph approach speeds from the east.
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Assessment
Measure

Findings

Distance to Side
Roads etc.

The proposed crossing location is not in close proximity to any side
roads or vehicle accesses but care should be taken to ensure that it is
not situated directly in front of pedestrian entrances to buildings.
However, if a green man crossing is used, when the lights are red for
traffic, this could cause a queue back across the roundabout.

Distance to Other
Crossings

If the crossing has to be relocated to accommodate visibility for
30mph from the east, the distance between this and the next crossing
could be reduced to around 65m. At 25mph, this is a 6-7 second
journey for drivers, who may become frustrated if they have to stop at
both crossings. If green man crossings are used, linking to ensure
drivers do not have to stop at both crossings could be used.

One-Way
Working

There are no additional issues associated with one way working in
Havre Des Pas at this site. A one-way arrangement could address the
issue of narrow footways as both footways could be widened. One-way
working would allow the crossing to be provided closer to the junction.
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PACKAGE OPTIONS
Option 1 – Zebra Crossings
It would be feasible to provide zebra crossings at all of the proposed sites, subject to the adjustments
described above. However, to provide a consistent environment throughout Havre des Pas, the existing
green man crossing west of Roseville Street should be removed and replaced with a zebra crossing.
This would represent a reduced level of service for visually impaired pedestrians who may rely on the
facilities at the green man crossing. Consultation with EyeCan would be required to ascertain whether this
would be acceptable or not. This will also remove the green man crossing from the continuous accessible
route from La Colomberie.
The green man crossing at Green Street could remain, as it is approximately 200m from the nearest
proposed crossing and the two would not be visible from each other.
If the speed is reduced so that the 85th%ile speed is closer to 20mph, the crossings could be “Jersey”
Zebras. This is not likely to be achieved through signing alone and it is recommended that raised tables at
least 75mm in height are used on all crossings. The spacing of the crossings over this length are within the
range recommended under the UK road hump regulations to achieve these speeds. Raised table will have
to be designed to cater for buses.
If speeds are not reduced sufficiently it is recommended that standard Zebra crossings are provided within
this option, and it may be necessary to provide a standard Zebra crossing at the location closest to St
Clements Road and the zone boundary.
Option 2 – Green Man Crossings and Courtesy Crossings
Under this option a green man crossing is provided at either the St Clements Road or the Ommaroo
location, and the existing green man crossing is retained / upgraded. Under the current standards, a tactile
indicator would be provided within the push button unit to inform visually impaired pedestrians that they can
cross. The audible signal would no longer be required. The remaining crossing sites would be raised table
courtesy crossings. If the St Clements Road site is a green man crossing, it could be closer to St Clements
Road, if it is a courtesy crossing then the visibility criteria for pedestrians would still apply. Although the
footways are narrow here. Providing a push button enables wheelchair users and people with pushchairs to
use the crossing without having to turn to see oncoming traffic, allowing them to turn in the road after the
traffic has stopped.
Complementary Traffic Calming Measures
Under both options, additional raised tables or road humps could be provided between Green Street and
the proposed sites. With a similar spacing to the proposed crossings, two additional features could be
provided, one close to Havre des pas Gardens, and one near Green Street – either to the east of Green
Street, or on the existing crossing.
Benefits
Both options would provide benefits to pedestrians accessing the beach between St Clements Road and
Fort D’Auvernge, with the potential to extend traffic calming features up to Green Street.
In providing raised tables, traffic speeds are more likely to be reduced, and this may also have the
beneficial impact of reducing traffic volumes, as drivers find this route less convenient, and recognise the
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changed environment. This is subject to a viable alternative being available without additional congestion
however.
Controlling traffic speed at quieter times is likely to reduce the number of personal injury collisions, in
particular those involving cyclists and motorcyclists. At slower speeds, cyclists will feel more confident
taking a dominant position within the road where traffic is less likely to overtake, further controlling traffic
speed.
Construction costs
Typical construction costs, based on recent works in Jersey are set out below:
Jersey Crossing with dropped kerbs:

£10-15,000

Jersey crossing with raised table constructed in tarmac:

£30-40,000

Zebra crossing on raised table with Belisha Beacons:

£50-60,000

Green man crossing on raised table:

£70-80,000

On this basis, both options could be expected to cost in the region of £200-300,000.

CONCLUSIONS
Two options for a package of crossings have been presented.
Both offer benefits in terms of speed reduction and pedestrian accessibility, with the potential to encourage
traffic to use other routes, subject to congestion elsewhere on the network, and journey time.
The option that includes zebra crossings will provide a reduced level of service for visually impaired
pedestrians.
The option that includes green man crossings provides fewer controlled crossing points, but provides a
higher level of service for disabled pedestrians, and for people with pushchairs where the footways are
narrow.
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